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Broadbent Suggests Lecturers Describe Fear Of
Students Could Serve Impoverished Salvadoreans
On Aid Committee

1

BY JESSICA MANDEL

BY BETH BERMAN
AND MICHELLE ONELLO
Undergraduate students at
Hopkins received a total of
$7,422,000 in financial aid last
year. This sum, in the form of
grants, loans and scholarships
was awarded to 60 percent of
the student body. Financial aid
has a significant effect on Hopkins students, yet few are aware
of how the financial aid system
operates.
In order to improve the financial aid system at Hopkins
and give students a picture of
how it works, Director of
Financial Aid Susan Broadbent
has suggested the possibility of
allowing students to participate
in making financial aid decisions. Although students would
not be able to deal with the
specific allocation of aid to individuals, it has been proposed
that student input could be used in a general way by helping
to determine Hopkins' overall
financial aid policy. Broadbent
feels that this type of student involvement could be appropriately achieved by allowing
students to express their opinions on a committee level.

This type of student input in
financial aid is already in practice at many other private colleges. At Barnard, a permanent
committee on student financial
aid has been established which
successfully involves students in
determining aid policies. This
committee, which consists of
two faculty members, two administrators, and three students, who are elected by the
student body, meets annually
for three days during the intersession. Members of the
committee are first versed in the
school's financial aid system.

Susan Broadbent

They then discuss possible ways
to improve the old policies.
Their proposals are drafted,
voted on, and sent for adcont, on p. 6

Many Types Of Aid
Are Available At JHU
1

BY BETH BERMAN
AND MICHELLE ONELLO

The general term financial
aid is used to describe many
distinct forms of assistance
from a wide variety of sources.
It encompasses anything from
, a $15 PTA scholarship to a
: $25(X) National Direct Student
I Loan.
Among the many forms of
self-help programs is the National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL). An NDSL is a needbased loan which must be repaid with 5 percent interest.
Administered through the financial aid office, these loans can
range anywhere from $200 to
I $3;000. Currently, 1500 Hopkins students hold an NDSL
loan for a total of $1.062
million.
A Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL), is also a need-based
loan. It must be repaid with 9
percent interest. These loans are
I made by a lender such as a
I bank, a credit union or a savI
ings and loan association.
GSLs, which are insured by the
federal government, are made
1.061000 to $2000. A total of

$1.4 million is owed by Hopkins students.
The College Work Study
program provides jobs for students to help pay for their
education expenses. An individual's CWS award depends
on his need and the amount of
money available for the program. Wages, which range
from $3.35 to $5.00 per hour,
are paid directly to the student
by the University. A student is
allowed to work a maximum of
15 hours a week and can be
awarded no more than $1800
per academic year. More
students receive this type of aid
than any other program; 1750
students for a total of $700,000.
There are also a number of
outright grants which are sponsored by the federal government and administered through
the Hopkins Financial Aid Office. First among these is the
Pell Grant, the largest federal
student aid program. The Department of Education establishes the formula which determines student eligibility for the
program. Only 250 students at
Hopkins receive Pell Grants
cont. on p. 6

Central America today was
the topic discussed by three
eyewitnesses Wednesday when
they addressed a group of
about 35 in the Garrett Room
of the library.
The lectures, sponsored by
the Chaplain's Office and the
PSU, focused on the "tense"
situation in El Salvador.
James Mittelburger, an officer in the American Medical
Student Association, discussed
the health and education of
students. He visited El Salvador
with a group of medical people
last month. The atmosphere, he
said, was one of "constant terror. . .To be a student in that
country was to be against the
government."
The university in El Salvador, which was first attacked in
1980, had an enrollment of
30,000. Now there are no facilities for teaching any science.
All the books were sold and
enrollment as officially recorded by the Salvadorean
government is down to 10,000.

Students are forced to learn in
buildings not designed for
teaching, according to JHU
Chaplain Chester Wickwire,
who also visited the country last
month.
Hundreds of students of the
university and medical school
are in jail. Teachers and
students were both killed and
tortured after being taken
prisoners during the frequent
attacks on the university.

Doctors, nurses and other
medical people comprise a large
part of "political prisoners"
now in Salvadorean prisons.
Mittelburger told a story about
a doctor who was pulled out of
an operating room and shot
dead because they suspected
him of treating a wounded
guerilla.
Neither the medical personnel nor the religious workers
cont. on p.11

Most land in El Salvador is 0%s ned by the rich according to James Mittelburger.

Russell Baker To Receive
Degree At Commemoration
in the University's defense.
Thank God it hasn't lowered
And so, if 1 may say so standards altogether. At least it
without seeming to boast, it isn't giving me an honorary
seems to tne that I am degree.
Russell Baker
remarkably unqualified to he
20, 1969
March
say
must
I
fact,
In
here today.
that, as a Hopkins Alumnus, I
myself am depressed and
Russell Baker, former
alarmed. . .
managing editor of the
In extenuation, I can think of Hopkins News-Letter, will
only one thing that can be said receive an honorary degree
BY BRUCE ALPERT

Russell Baker

from the University when he
delivers the Corrimemoration
Day address Tuesday as Johns
Hopkins celebrates the 107th
anniversary of its founding.
For Baker, who received his
bachelor's degree in English
Literature here in 1947, this will
be the third time he has held the
podium for which he declared
himself "remarkably unqualified" by Hopkins' standards. In the 1969 Kent
Memorial Lecture, Baker told
his animated and appreciative
audience "I'm awed to think of
the consternation that must be
going on in Paradise at this very
moment as I rise to speak to
this distinguished audience. The
late Johns Hopkins, Daniel
Coit Gilman, Frank R. Kent
and those of my former professors who have passed on to
the great Faculty Club in the
sky must all at this moment be
groaning aloud and asking each
other 'Is this what Johns
Hopkins has come to?'"
In the 14 years since that address, Baker has outraged the
immortal souls of the ghosts of
Hopkins' past again in the 1975
Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium. He has also written
several books, including his
memoir Growing Up which is
now in its 14th week as a nacont, on p. 15
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Lavery, Rubery To Chair MSE
Symposium On Foreign Policy
BY ETHAN RARICK

WWI -UM studios will spend more lime on campus issues.

Student Council, WJHU
Take To The Airwaves
BY ETHAN RARICK

speakers will be "recognized experts" in their fields.
Rubery and Lavery said they
plan to increase fund-raising
For the symposium by increasing "face-to-face contact" with
companies which might want to
contribute to the symposium.
They criticized past chairmen
for not putting enough effort
into fund-raising.
"The old excuse that the

The Student Council appointed juniors Dan Lavery
and Paul Rubery as chairmen
of next year's Milton S.
Eisenhower
Symposium.
Lavery and Rubery proposed a
series of four speakers focusing
on U.S. foreign policy.
Lavery and Rubery told the
council they are considering
getting a speaker on each of
four regional policy areas—the
Far East, Eastern Europe, the
Middle East and Latin
America.
"We feel these are areas of
great interest to Hopkins
students as well as the community at large," Rubery said.
When asked by council
members what speakers they
were hoping to have, Rubery
and Lavery stressed that they
did not want to promise to get
any particular speaker. Rubery
and Lavery added that all of the

a publicity organ for the
council.
In an attempt to increase
"The show gives council
student-oriented programming, members a format for expressWJHU-FM will start a weekly ing their views," Bienstock
talk show in conjunction with said, "but there will be other
the Student Council.
people on every show."
The program which will beWhen he first described the
gin either Friday, February 25, program to the council, Student
or the following week, will prob- Council President Doug Fellably feature at least one Student man described a show which
Council member and at least would be controlled by the
one other interested person, council. Bienstock said this will
such as an administrator. Ac- not be the case, and it was clear
cording to WJHU Program at last week's council meeting,
BY ETHAN RARICK
Director Andy Bienstock, the when the council approved the
guests will discuss student issues show, that the council underPraising the American
such as housing or financial stands that the show's format
Association
of University
aid.
will be controlled by the WJHU
(AAUS)
as having
Students
staff.
Bienstock said that although
Bienstock said that he will "the potential to really
there will probably be Student probably moderate the show, blossom," the Hopkins delegaCouncil members on every which will air Friday evenings tion to the AAUS' MidAtlantic Re.ional Conference
show, the program will not be at 6:30.

economy is bad just doesn't
work," Lavery said. "The fact
is they didn't want to try hard
enough."
The Student Council's Committee on Committees had
previously interviewed applicants for the chairmenship.
The council unanimously apporved Rubery and Lavery as
chairmen of the Symposium
Wednesda ni ht.

Darr) Davis and Jon Lana listen to discussion at Wednesday's SC meeting.

AAUS Committee Recommends Several
Changes For The Student Government
recommended many changes in
the Homewood campus to the
Student Council Wednesday
night.
The five-student delegation
attended the conference
November 19 to 21 of last year
at Princeton University. According to delegation Chairman

Lee Meiner, each student attended three workshops which
dealt with issues such as "The
Student Media and Student
Government" and "How to
Fight a Tuition Increase," and
a lecture on college students
and the media.
cont. on p. 11

JOURNALISM WORKSHOP
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26
8:30 a.m.
9:00
10:00
12:00
1:30
3:00
•

Coffee and doughnuts available
The Planning Process
Writing Formats
Lunch Break
Investigative Reporting
Photojournalism
Production and Layout

'ournalists from the Baltimore un, the NewsFeatured Speakers Inc u
American, the Washington Pos , 'Ikins Magazine, and th top-rated college
weekly, The Dickinsonian.
*All Events In The Great Hall
*No Admission Charge For Hopkins Students
Sponsored by the News-Letter and the Office of Student Activities.
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Blood Bank Takes Deposits
BY SHERYL JASSEN
"We need to collect 610 units
of blood each day, just to meet
the needs of the Chesapeake
Region," said Terri Wilson, the
Red Cross consultant who ran
Wednesday's blood drive in the
Glass Pavilion.
"Hopkins is one of the few
universities that permits [the
Red Cross] to come the maximum number of safe donations each year—five times annually," slated Wilson. "Most
schools allow just twice."
Hopkins is unique in another
way, claims Wilson. "There is
not a lot of actual 'donor
recruiting' here. The people are
just very ready to donate and
that's rare."
Most of the Red Cross
workers and nurses are
volunteers. Almost eighty percent of the workers at Wednesday's blood drive were not paid
for their efforts. Peggy Jones,

one volunteer, estimates that
the Red Cross extracted 255
units of blood on Wednesday.
There are several restrictions
which prohibit unfit donors.
One must weigh at least 110
pounds and can never have had
hepatitis. Also, one can not
have had surgery within one
year of the donation, and a
donor cannot have been pregnant within the past six months.
Any dental work in the two
weeks prior to donating would
also disqualify a donor.
At Wednesday's drive,
donors were weighed, their
blood-pressure tested, and their
temperature taken. Donors
must vouch for their past health
and fill out a questionnaire.
After blood is drawn, juice
and cookies are given to the
donor. Ingestion of sugar helps
the body to rebuild and
replenish the lost blood.
Donors are advised to avoid
strenuous activity and to drink

plenty of fluids.
Several donors at Wednesday's drive explained why they
were giving blood. Jud Stern, a
Hopkins senior, commented,
"I think it's a good idea to give
blood because people need
blood. I'm a people, so this is
the least I can do to help." A
graduate student in the
Chemistry Department explained why he didn't mind waiting
to give blood. "I think it's important to take an hour of one's
time to give something which
can benefit other people." Furthermore, a Hopkins employee
in the Management Information Systems Department, Fred
Reiner, expressed, "I've been
giving since 1 was in college. I
feel that it's something like a
credit union: lots of people give
in to the system and a small
number take out. If people
don't deposit, then there will be
no withdrawals."

Pond Forges Link Between
Metals And Society At Forum
BY BILL MEEKER

type of existence in society," he
stated that the main purpose of
his field is to use materials for
human welfare. He then described several applications of
the technology of materials, ineluding extracting necessary
metals from lower grades of
ore, thermomechanical treatment of crystalline substances
in order to increase their
strength, and the 1934 Dislocation Theory, discovered at
Johns Hopkins, which brought
about the dream of discovering
a defect-free material.

The Undergraduate-Faculty
Forum continued its series of
lectures Tuesday night with a
discussion of "The Role of
Materials Science in Society."
The speaker was Robert Pond,
professor in the Department of
Civil Engineering/Materials
Science here at Hopkins. Emphasizing the idea of materials
science as an active, creative
force in society, Pond gave a
basic overview of the field, including its definition, current
applications and the problems
it faces today.
Pond also listed some of the
According to Pond, the key problems that impede further
words in materials science are breakthroughs. These include a
"create" and "use." Defining shortage of important materthe field to be "in between ials, a need to be able to find
science and some humanitarian defects in materials and deter-

Elena Balovienkov describes how she stopped her husband's hunger strike.

Balovlenkov Tells
Of Attempts To
Reunite Family
BY MAUREEN FREED

Elena Kusmenko BalovIenkov, wife of Soviet hunger
striker Yuri Balovlenkov, addressed a sizeable crowd, inrents in innovation. He stated eluding the Baltimore news
that we as a nation have no feel media, at this week's Wednesfor our material wealth, that we day Noon Series.
have a kind of "dog in the
Mrs. Balovlenkov, a Baltimanger" attitude toward our more nurse and teacher, met
resources. Since we "live in a her husband while visiting
crystalline world," he said, Russia in 1977 and married him
materials are so familiar that we a year later. She has been strugtake them and materials science gling to reunite her family in the
for granted.
United States ever since. Her
husband has repeatedly been
A question-and-answer pen- denied permission to emigrate
od followed Pond's presenta- to the United States.
tion, despite the fact that fewer.
Originally, the Baloblenkov's
than 20 people attended the attempted to secure permission
forum. In response to one in- for his emigration through
quiry, Pond stated that he will standard bureaucratic channels.
have a suborbital experiment "Yuri very much believed in the
on an upcoming space flight Soviet system," Mrs. Balovlenduring which an attempt will be kov said, "And very much bemade to produce foamed cop- lieved everything would work
per under the zero gravity con- out."
ditions of space.
Following several denials of

Two of Three Nurses Leaving

Health Services CaughtIn Transition
BY MARIANNE PERRELLA
Two of the three nurse practitioners currently employed at
the Hopkins Health Services
will soon be gone. Sue Gaitner
is departing permanently for
New York, and Clinic Administrator Vicky Lentz will be taking a maternity leave of
absence.
"So if we can't see people
immediately, that's why," said
Lentz. "The students will have
to be patient." Nurse practitioner Ruth Kline will continue
treating students while eligible
nurse practitioners are interviewed to fill the vacancies.
Two will probably be hired, one
as clinic administrator, by the
time Lentz begins her leave one
month from now.
A nurse practitioners is a
registered nurse who undergoes
additional training to learn how
to give complete examinations,
evaluate short-term illnesses

and instruct on health maintenance. A last requirement in
becoming a nurse practitioner
in Maryland is a written agreement with the overseeing doctor, defining scope of practice.
Health Service's medical director, Alain Joffee, refused to
sign this agreement with former
clinic adminstrator Joan Rehner. She was discharged in
December.
Employed at the clinic, along
with Joffee and the nurse practitioners, are a surgeon, a cardiologist and Dr. Hiller. Hiller,
whose maternity leave began
Wednesday, will be replaced by
part-time physicians.
The clinic's functions include
examining episodic illnesses and
giving full physical examinations, including those needed to
go overseas or to medical
school. Appointments can be
made to discuss any physical
problem. Two certified midwives are available for annual

gynecological exams.
In conjunction with National
Condom Week, sponsored by
the Health Services this past
week, free breast and testicular
exams will be conducted on
February 24 from 9 to 11 at the
infirmary, by appointment.
Health Services also sponsors
a yearly Health Fair in October
to which outsiders are invited to

have blood pressure checks and
various other routine tests
taken. This is a "general screening measure," said Lentz, "targeted at the college-age group."
Other themes of the Health Fair
are sexually transmitted diseases, alcohol abuse, nutrition
information and smoking. Free
condoms are available to participants.

Student Dies
Senior Greg Oliveri was
discovered dead in his Wolman
Hall apartment Tuesday evening. According to Assistant
Dean of Students Chris Colombo, Oliveri died from natural
causes. Colombo believes that
a cerebral aneurysm was the
cause of death. The Baltimore
City Medical Examiner has
listed the cause of death as
"pending," meaning that a
final determination has not

been made.
As with all sudden deaths,
the body was taken to the City
Medical Examiner's Office at
University of Maryland Hospital. The apartment was also
examined by the city police,
looking for signs of suicide or
foul play. However, no evidence
of either was found.
Oliveri was a biology major
from Yorktown Heights, New
York.

permission, Balovlenkov decided to resort to different tactics.
Twice he launched prolonged
hunger strikes totaling 76 days,
vowing to end them only upon
release from the Soviet Union
to join his wife in the United
States.
"1 personally am against
hunger strikes," said Mrs.
Balovlenkov, citing her career
as a health professional and her
devout Christianity as her reasons. "When Yuri undertook
the first strike I knew nothing
about it," she said. Mrs. Babylenkov caused the second strike
to end by falsely assuring Yuri
that the Soviets had assented to
their demands. She stated that
she would have done just about
anything to preserve his life.
Since then Balovlenkov has
kept a low profile in the
U.S.S.R., not wishing to antagonize the Soviets further,
while Mrs. Balovlenkov is at
work in the United States mobilizing political support.
Senators Robert Dole(R-Kan.)
and Charles Mathias (R-Md.)
and Congresswoman Barbara
Mikulski (D-Md.) have been
very supportive of her efforts,
according to Mrs. Balovlenkov.
She fears, however, that the
prospects of her husband's release may have diminished due
to the escalation of tensions
between the two superpowers.
She said, "Everything from
arms agreements to trade agreements is being batted around.
This affects immigration very
negatively."
• She questions in retrospect
their decision to politicize their
plight, saying that "the Soviets
will not be cornered, we've
learned that. We might have
made a serious mistake involving the media and going on the
hunger strike."
She rejects the option of joining her husband in the Soviet
Union, stating "I would never
allow my children to raised in
a Communist country." Mrs.
Balovlenkov has an infant
daughter and is expecting
another child in May.
She also notes the difficulty
of making the transition to a
lower standard of living.
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Fellman's Tenure Reform Is Unnecessary
to Doug, however, is the fact
that most of us here at Hopkins
So, good ol' Doug Fellman is at do not spend all of our waking
it again. With the Student hours worrying about who gets
Council elections fast approach- tenure. In fact, it would seem
ing, Mr. President has once that most Hopkins students
again seen fit to trot out that don't care all that much about
shining example of campus any of the things that the
populism, the Tenure Reform Fellman administration spends
Proposal.
so much time talking about
For some reason, D.F. seems (Constitutional Referrenda,
to think that his insistence on Grant Lally, who gets to chair
this matter is beneficial to his committees, the Rat on Saturpolitical career at Hopkins. Or day night, etc.).
perhaps, like Grover Cleveland
Indeed, whoever it was who
(that other great American first called Hopkins students
leader), he is so sure that his "apathetic" was essentially corproposal is good for "the peo- rect. With this in mind, we have
ple" that he is determined to formed the Generally Apathetic
press on, blind to the political Students' Party (GASP!). Our
consequences. The proposal party intends to put up a full
was first introduced, you may slate of candidates for the Sturemember, last year in a front dent Council and class offices
page N-L story about candidate up for election this semester.
Fellman (then chairman of the The basic dogma of GASP! is
Education Committee) and his that we will not waste time and
amazing, nifty idea that stu- money on things that the students should have a say in the dents here don't really care
granting of tenure to faculty about. We will leave tenure to
members.
the faculty and the administraWell, Doug, your, harping on tion where it belongs. We will
this issue is wrong for two allow any student who is inreasons. First, Hopkins has, terested to participate in stuyou'll admit (we hope), fared dent government. But most impretty well under the present portant, we will leave the rest of
tenure system. Our faculty and you alone so you can sit quietuniversity are consistently rank- ly on D-level or in the Hut and
ed among the nation's finest, worry about getting into med
not just for research, but also school.
A few months back, in referfor teaching. Those presently
responsible for deciding who ence to the proponents of the
gets tenure must be doing a bet- failed Constitutional reform,
ter job of evaluating teaching President Fellman said that if
ability than Doug gives them "they" are so dissatisfied with
credit for. The Fellman pro- the current state of campus
posal could only do one of two government, let "them" run in
the spring elections, "and I'll
things:
bet they aren't elected." Well,
1) Nothing, or,
2) Reward easy graders and Doug, we are "them" and we
"swell guys" with glowing stu- are dissatisfied and we'll bet we
dent recommendations in their are elected!
tenure files.
Neither case would advance the
Sincerely,
Eric M. Fink
cause of excellence in teaching
Hasan M.D. Cirpili
at The Johns Hopkins UniBobby D. Basow
versity.
Potentially more important
corn. on p. 14
To the Editor:

Appropriate Time To Review
JHU Financial Aid Program
The establishment of the UFA-2000 com- Hopkins. However, the continuing withmittee represents a timely effort to under- drawal of federal funds from aid to college
take a full scale review of the financial aid students makes a rethinking of Hopkins'
program at Johns Hopkins. The immediate financial aid program even more imperative.
motivation behind the investigation is the up- It is important that any long-range plans incoming Capital Campaign in which the Uni- clude changes in administration of' aid as well
versity plans to set the future direction of as policy.

Changes In Financial Aid Policy
One idea that is being considered by
UFA-2000 is expanding the number of meritbased scholarships distributed to Hopkins
students. This type of aid is designed
primarily to attract intellectually superior
students to the undergraduate body. Such a
scholarship would cover a substantial portion of a student's educational expenses,
perhaps over and above the cost of' tuition.
This type of award would be very attractive,
making it difficult for an applicant to turn
down admission to JHU. Only a few universities in America employ such methods to
recruit high caliber students. Administrators
are currently talking about eventually attracting 10 percent of the undergraduate body in
this manner.
Merit-based scholarships provide an excelleacopportunity to combine financial aid
with the maintenance of high academic standards. However, it would be a mistake to
fund such a program at the expense of truly
needy students. Equalizing educational opportunity for people of all economic
backgrounds must remain the primary objective of financial aid policy. Merit-based
scholarships are a finedidea, as long as requirements for need-based financial aid are
satisfied first. At this point it seems that the
University has every intention of following
this approach.
The federal government's recent withdrawal of funds for student aid has resulted
in a shift of enrollment from private to state
institutions, according to figures from the

National Center for Education Statistics. It
is imperative that this.trend be stopped dead
in its tracks. It is disgraceful that a qualified
student can be denied the opportunity to
receive a top-quality education at a top-notch
private institution due to his financial
background. In order to stop this pattern,
however, universities must be able to compensate for the dried-up federal dollars.
Much of this new University-backed student aid would likely go toward financing
student loans and work study programs
rather than direct grants. This makes sense
because loan money can be recycled and thus
offered to a greater number of students than
direct grants. With University-sponsored student aid programs, Hopkins would also acquire the ability to set its own standards. Present federal standards for loans and work
study forbid many students with middleincome backgrounds from obtaining assistance. Yet even a family earning 50 or 60
thousand dollars annually needs help in putting a child through an institution such as
Hopkins, which costs over 11 thousand
dollars per year. Hopefully, Hopkins' standards for self-help types of aid would make
aid available to a greater number of students
than the federal standards presently permit.
However, University-backed financial aid
would not only allow Hopkins more discretion in defining standards but it would provide a much needed cushion against further
federal cutbacks.

Changes In Financial Aid Administration
Deciding what future policies to pursue,
however, may in fact be easier than obtaining the money to implement them. Financial aid must receive a higher priority in the
distribution of University funds. When the
Capital Campaign planning documents are
completed and condensed, University-sponsored aid must be placed at the head of the
list of needs. More money should also come
from endowments. Efforts should be made
to both raise the endowment level and to
devote a greater portion of this money to student aid. Currently, about 15 percent of endowment money finds its way to financial
aid. A more reasonable figure would be 70
percent.
There is also a need for change in the administration of financial aid at Hopkins. The
foremost problem is the lack of student involvement with the financial assistance administration. The Student Council has
recently proposed the establishment of a
Financial Aid Review Board to review appeals from students displeased with decisions
made by the Financial Aid Office. The

establishment of such a board would be commendable, but the idea of student involvement should be pushed even further.
At many other universities, aid policy and
award packages are determined by a committee of administrators, faculty and students. Such a system is needed at JHU.
Direct student involvement in administration
would serve to make the financial aid process seem less mysiifying, confusing and
bureaucratic to undergraduates. Furthermore, it is important for the student viewpoint to be considered on matters of creating
aid packages, deciding the ratio of self-help
aid to direct grants, and having input to the
direction of financial aid planning.
It is unfortunate that undergraduates
know so little about financial aid. It is a complex issue, but more needs to be done to inform students about types of aid currently
available and developments in the political
arena. It is the responsibility of student
groups such as the News-Letter and the Student Council to go further in disseminating
such information.
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Opinion

Aspects Of Security Demand Improvement
BY COLIN FLYNN
Two years ago students were
asked to rate over 20 services at
the University, and Campus
Security turned up as the poorest. Last term when asked what
area of legal rights on campus
needed the most improvement,
security once again headed the
list. Ask any student on campus
what they think about security
and all you will get are complaints.
Why does this problem exist?
Part of it is a matter of perception. Students believe that
Campus Security's main duties
should be making sure that the
campus is a safe place to work
and walk at night, that students
who need an escort while going
to or from campus get one, and
that students who need assistance because of harassment, a
crime or a medical emergency
receive it.
The security officers, on the
other hand, would add to the
above list the protection of the
University's physical plant and
the enforcement of parking
regulations as among their major functions. And which of
these do they feel are most important? Look around and
judge for yourself.
Last year, security was called because a student was found
on the floor of a hallway in
University-owned housing. He
was unconscious and could not
be revived. Campus Security
left when they couldn't lift him
because of "their bad backs.' A
friend moved him inside. The
Health Services 24-hour-on-call
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contact later said he should be officers sufficiently screened
taken to the hospital. The and trained to handle the job
security officers at the scene required of them? Most stunever returned, despite a dents would say no.
number of phone calls. They
During lntersession, a
left an unconscious student on
the floor in University housing,
probably to patrol the campus
for "real" crimes, at 5:30 a.m.
on a Sunday.
The second major problem,
as most students believe, is the
quality of the officers. It may
be a crime deterrent to just have
BY MICHAEL
bodies walking and driving
VOGELBAUM
around campus, but these
bodies have to interact with the
At many universities today,
community and handle themstudents can be heard comselves in a variety of situations.
plaining about the "arbitrary"
The question is raised, are the
school administration that acts
with little regard to the students' needs and desires. Whether or not it is true that administrations act in this manner
is not of issue. However, it is
true that there are many administrative decisions made
without direct student input,
BY HARRY DAVIS
crats. William Shakespeare especially at Hopkins.
once said something about fat
Financial aid is one part of
At a recent colloquy held last
and thin politicians, but you'll the administration that should
Wednesday at the Horn and
have to read Julius Caesar to be subject to more student inHorn Cafeteria in the Rotunda, find out what it was.
put, since it has such a tremena panel of hungry student acAnarchists Organization— dous impact on students. At
tivity leaders discussed the Self-explanatory.
present, the underlying philolimitations of student groups on
Salles For Young Trustee— sophy of financial aid distribucampus. The panel, consisting
A group of students who would tion, and of all policies, is
of the SAC chairman, presi- like to get even with Hopkins. determined solely by adminisdents of the JSA, College ReGrad Club Club—A merger trators. They decide all matters,
publicans and Young Demo- of HopSFA, the Bridge Club including the ratio of the two
crats, recommended that the and the Historical Simulation types of aid: self-help and
following organizations be ap- Society. A Double Cheese- grants. No student can claim to
proved by the SAC:
burger Society should be form- understand how this ratio is
The Geek Club—This ed for normal people who like chosen, even though the educaorganization would have the
the Grad Club.
tion of most students depends
largest membership on campus.
Committee To Bury Charles upon the availability of finanThe Straight Caucus—Other Street—A feasibility study will cial aid money. Thus, students
organizations which would apbe necessary to discover the can only feel that the adminispeal to special interest groups financial implications needed to tration is not compassionate
are the White Student Union, cover the street with dirt, dig a when they find their aid diminthe D. Andrew Fellman Men's tunnel, and reroute the subway ishing in size. '
The administration also sufCenter and The Regressive and existing sewage lines. It
Students' Union.
may be possible to use the fers from this lack of comThe Model Student Council— steam tunnels for the subway munication. It only has a limitAn organization for anyone and have a station on D-Level. ed amount of money to diswho wanted to be like Mike
Hiking Club—So students tribute. It tries to spread out the
Kun, Jon Lana and Colin
can practice climbing over money as fairly as possible, but
Flynn and sit around and talk. Charles Mountain on their way realizes that it will always fall
short of all of the students'
The Hopkins House of Pan- to class from Wolman Hall.
cakes—Not to be confused with
Committee For a Douglas A. needs. Yet, the administration
The Hopkins House of Com- Fellman Memorial Residence— has no direct way of common Pancakes.
We know he's not dead yet, but municating this problem to the
students, since no student underFat Jewish Republicans—
we're working on it.
Also the Thin Jewish Demo- Harry Davis is SAC Chairman
stands all of the problems en-

Would You Join
These New Clubs?
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student-written movie was being filmed in Gilman. The scene
was a view from behind of someone supposedly "flashing"
another person. A security of-

ficer responded to a report of
a flasher, observed the flashing
scene, rushed in front of the
camera and crew and grabbed
the fully clothed "flasher" by
the arm and held him. It took
up to six security officers, a half
an hour, and many protestations from the film crew before
the matter was dropped and the
students told not to make a
movie without permission.
Throughout this incident and
many others, security has
handled itself in a way that has
not endeared them to the
students. What can be done?
Responsiblities need to be clearly stated and emphasis added to
those areas that need work. The
methods for handling cases
need to be improved by establishing better procedures and
then by getting the officers to
adhere to them. But most of all,
security needs to improve the
manner in which it deals with
the students.

Colin Flynn is a former
member ofthe Student Council

Financial Aid At JHU

Committee MustBe Trilateral
countered by the Financial Aid
Office.
Similar problems were present at Barnard College and
Brown University. These two
schools found a way to bring
the administration and students
onto common ground, though.
At each school, there is a
system set up by which financial aid administrators and
several students work together
to formulate the basic plan for,
and general philosophy of financial aid packages. Hopkins
Financial Aid Director Susan
Broadbent, who was the financial aid director at Barnard,
says that a similar program is
needed at Hopkins. Broadbent
has already worked with a successful student-administration
financial aid committee; she
should be given the chance to
establish one here.

Although student involvement in financial aid would be
limited, as it is at Barnard and
Brown, to general policy discussions, students would still
benefit from such a committee.
Especially now, as much of the
financial aid system is being
reorganized due to the federal
restructuring of aid, it is important that students be able to
suggest changes that will benefit
as many people as possible. The
administration will also gain
from this plan, as it will have
a better idea of what students
want, and it will not suffer as
much from the students' inability to understand the motives behind its actions. This
system has worked at Barnard
and at Brown for the past 10-15
years; with the guidance of
Broadbent it will be sure to
work here.
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Other Schools Involve Students In Financial Aid
cont. from p. 1
ministrative approval. Among
the issues discussed are the
established level of self-help,
student budget determination,
expected summer earnings, book
allowances, and generally, Barnard's system of need-analysis.
Brown University also has a
system of student involvement
in financial aid. Its financial aid
committee meets every month
from October through May.
The four students elected to sit
on the committee openly debate
financial aid policy. Students
offer their opinions on a wide
variety of subjects, ranging
from the levels of self-help
established at Brown to the
school's minority recruitment
policy as it affects financial aid.
According to Brown's Director of Financial Aid Richard
Maynard, "student involvement in the financial aid decisions has helped give Brown
students a much better understanding of the school's financial aid system," and has succeeded in "allaying students'
fears that the administration is
putting something over on
them." This financial aid committee has been active at Brown
for the past 10 to 15 years.
Whether a similar type of
student involvement could
work at Hopkins remains to be
seen. Yet, Susan Broadbent
feels that it is certainly worth
trying.
"Greater student involvement would make the financial
aid process at Hopkins less,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mysterious and less confusing
to students," she explains, adding "the more people who understand the process, the easier our
job will be. Student involvement would help the financial
aid administration as well as the
students."
All types of financial aid can
be divided into two basic categories: self-help and outright
grants. Self-help aid is the term
used to describe the National
Direct Student Loan and Guaranteed Student Loan programs,
and The College Work Study
program. These types of aid require some sort of obligation
from the student, whether it be
repayment of a loan, or working a certain number of hours
per week. Outright grants are
different and more desirable to
most students since the grants
do not obligate the student in
any way. The only exceptions
are those grants which stipulate
that the student maintain a certain academic standard. At
Hopkins, outright grants include government-sponsored
Bell Grants and Supplemental
Educational. Opportunity
Grants (SEOGs) and University Funded Beneficial-Hodson
Scholarships and Johns Hopkins Grants.
The process of determining
an individual financial aid
package is long and complex as
it involves a number of differgnt considerations. The process begins when the Financial
Aid Office receives a list of admit d s.dçpts. From the

financial aid forms submitted
by these students, family resources are determined. Financial aid officers enter each individual's financial data into a
formula derived by the federal
government.
There are a number of formulas available to financial aid
offices. The one used by this
university is called Uniform
Methodology. Under Uniform
Methodology, considerations
are made for family income, expenses, assets and indebtedness,
taxes, age of parents, and the
number of family members
(especially those attending
college).
Using this formula, the financial aid officer can arrive at
a figure which can be considered the family's total resources. This figure is then subtracted from the projected costs
for the following year. For the
1982-83 year, projected costs
were $11,300. The difference is
considered the student's "demonstrated financial need."
In past years, this demonstrated need was met with an
average of 50 percent self-help
and 50 percent grants. However, this year, due to lack of
sufficient funding, a new system was implemented. Now,
the first $3,250 is met by selfhelp forms of' aid. The remaining costs are met by outright
grants.
In devising each individual's
package, his or her preference
for types of self-help aid, loan
or work study, is taken into

consideration. The Financial
Aid Office tries to maximize the
effect of their work by giving
aid to as many people as possible. Therefore, they choose to
limit the amount they award to
a single student.
Once these packages are
finally devised, they are sent
back to the Admissions Office.
Most often the Financial Aid
Office will not have sufficient
funding to cover the costs of all
the packages. Therefore, some
students, thought they have a
package, will be put on a financial aid "wait-list." It is entirely
up to the Admissions Office to
decide who will receive definite
aid offers. Of those wait-listed,
most students eventually receive
partial or total aid
To determine the financial
aid for continuing students, the
Financial Aid Office uses a
similar process and the same
formula. However, the Admis-

sions Office is not involved in
deciding which continuing students will receive aid. The
amount of aid offered to these
students is determined by their
most recent financial aid form
(FAF).
Of the total number of continuing students applying (or
reapplying) for aid each year,
approximately 10 percent are
refused because they are put into the "no-need"category.
Often other continuing students
will find their total amount of
aid reduced.
Financial aid packages are
-devised exclusively by the financial aid professionals: Director
Susan Broadbent, three financial coordinators, Assistant
Director of Financial Aid and
Assistant Director of Graduate
Financial Aid Anita Goodwin.
These officers attempt to spend
at least a half-hour devising
each packet.

All Types Of Aid
Are Used At JHU
cont. from p. 1,
ranging from $200 to $1800.
The federal government also
sponsors Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants
(SEOG). The SEOG is offered
only to undergraduates for up
to $200 per year. This year
Hopkins was appropriated
$300,000 for this program,
SEOGs are awarded to studetit

at the discretion of the financial
aid office, 'rather than the
federal government.
Each state also sponsors its
own scholarship programs. The
most common type of statesponsored grant is the State Incentive Grant Program (SSIG).
Approximately $400,000 in
SSIGs were given to Hopkins
cvont,,on,p. 7
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Many Types OfAid Are Available At Hopkins
cont. from p. 6
student maintains a -3.2 grade
students this year. These grants point average. There are only
are primarily restricted to in- 89 students currently receiving
state use. Therefore, most of the Hodson scholarship. In adthe recipients here are Mary- dition to this merit-based
land residents.
scholarship, Hopkins offers
Other outright grants are of- need-based scholarships as well.
fered independently by the These Johns Hopkins grants
Hopkins administration. The are available to full-time
only aid program which does students, provided that they
not consider financial need is maintain a 2.0 GPA. The
the beneficial-Hodson scholar- amount of money offered varship. These exclusive scholar- ies, but unlike other forms of
ships are awarded to only a aid, there is no maximum
select number of entering fresh- amount set for this grant. These
men each year. They are for a two scholarships presently total
minimum of $2700 per year and $3.3 million.
are renewable provided that the
The primary source of this

$3.3 million is the University's
current revenues. Fifteen percent of this money, however, is
funded by private endowments
and gifts. The percentage of endowment funds used for financial aid purposes is relatively
small compared to most highly
selective private institutions.
The financial aid administration hopes to increase the
amount of private endowments
used for these purposes in the
future. Towards this end, a
committee has been formed to
research the possibility of raising money for undergraduate
student aid in the University's

next major fund drive, the
Capital Fund Drive. The committee is proposing that for the
first time money raised from
this campaign, scheduled for
1985, be used to fund student
financial aid.
According to Susan Broadbent, the appropriation of more
endowment money would enhance the financial aid system
at Hopkins. Yet she feels that
the percentage of student aid
now offered by the University
is consistent with most competitive schools.
According to Broadbent,
Hopkins differs from other

private institutions in its approach to financial aid. She
says that the Financial Aid Office at Hopkins attempts to be
more sensitive to an individual's financial status, whereas
Ivy League schools try to
squeeze more money out of
each family, and state universities give out money more indiscriminately. Broadbent feels
that Hopkins succeeds in taking
a "middle ground" approach.
Broadbent says "At Hopkins
we try to work within reason—
to listen to people and respond
to their individual needs."

Heavy Snow Stops University's
'We Never Close For Snow'Policy
ments, it is difficult to set a
policy which will cover the enAlthough all major school tire University," he said. In adsystems in Baltimore were clos- dition, because of the complexed last Friday, Homewood ity of the University facilities,
opened as usual following a "The University always tries to
policy that "we don't close" maintain operational status
because of snow, according to during bad weather."
Assistant Provost Steve McFormally, the president is the
Clain. However, with several only person with authority to
inches of snow already on the close a division of the school,
ground and predictions of a with the provost making that
two-foot accumulation, the ad- decision in his absence. If a
ministration decided to shut dean of any of the divisions
down the University at noon. wishes to suspend classes, he
That decision was not even con- would have to check with the
sidered until about 9:30 Friday president or the provost. Such
morning, McClain said.
was the case Friday, when the
"[Because] the University is dean of the Evening College,
composed of so many different Stanley Gabor, knew early in
divisions with different require- the day that evening classes
BY DEBBY FREEDBERG

would have to be suspended.
According to University policy, bargaining unit employees
missing work due to a weather
emergency would be paid only
for hours worked, and those
unable to work are given the
option of not being paid or losing vacation time. Regular staff
members are charged with vacation time, or must make up
the lost time with their supervisor. However, because of the
extraordinary circumstances
last Friday, a decision was
made "to give the benefit of the
doubt to employees and staff. . .
and they will not be charged
with a vacation day," said
Mclain.

One Hum and the cits is slum blind.

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES AND COLLEGE
JUNIORS AND SENIORS.
Salary Up To $44,000 after four years, $24,100 to start.
The United States Navy operate, supervises, and maintains over 140 nuclear
reactors (65% of all the reactors in the nation!). We have immediate openings
for college graduates who have academic excellence in math and physics. Age
requirements are 19 to 27 years old. Six months graduate-level study is included at Orlando, Florida. Over 700 hours of classroom instruction. All this is followed by six months of "hands on" training in New York, Connecticut or Idaho.
College juniors and seniors may apply. If accepted, they'll earn $1100 each month
until graduation, followed by a $3,000 cash bonus when accepted into the program. Benefits include 30 days PAID annual vacation, free medical/dental care,
exclusive club memberships, unlimited sick leave. Discuss your options with the
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS TEAM. They'll be on campus on February 25th.
Contact the placement office for interviews.
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Chemical Warfare

Shortly after the Soviet invasion, many reports were
received that both Soviet and Afghan forces were us(The following section is exerpted from a U.S. ing various types of chemical agents. Ten separate
Department of State report on chemical warfare in chemical attacks, resulting in many deaths, were
reported in the first three months of 1980. These
Southeast Asia and Afghanistan.)
Although the resistance has the will necessary to reports came from northeastern Afghanistan and profight a conventional war, they are no match for Soviet vide the highest percentage of reported deaths. Durchemical warfare. Attacks with chemical weapons ing the mid-January to February, 1980, period,
against the mujahidin guerillas were reported as early helicopter deaths were reported in northeastern
as six months before the Soviet invasion when 15,000 Afghanistan in which a greyish-blue smoke resulted
Soviet advisors were in Afghanistan. The informatior in symptoms ranging from heavy tearing or watering
specifies that Soviet-made aircraft were used to drop of eyes to death. Medical reports from examinations
chemical bombs, with no clear identification of Soviet in Pakistan of refugees from a large attack in the upper Konar Valley in February 1980 described red skin
or Afghan pilots or of the specific agents used.
and
blisters containing fluid described as "dirty
reportedbombs
On November 16, 1979, chemical
water."
Refugees estimated that about 2,000 people
munitions
air
conventional
with
along
ly were dropped
on targets in Farah, Herat and Badghisat Provinces were affected after contact with a dirty yellow cloud.
By spring and summer of 1980, chemical attacks
by Soviet-supplied Afghan 1L-28 bombers based at
Shindand. A number of Afghan military defectors were reported in all areas of concentrated resistance
have said that the Soviets provided the Afghan military activity. Many reports from different sources strongwith chemical warfare training as well as supplies of ly support the case that irritants were used to drive the
mujahidin guerrillas into the open to expose them to
lethal and incapitating agents.
,•
with conventional weapons and incapacitants.
attack
sumthe
For the period from the summer of 1979 to
then disarm and capture them. On several
Soviets
The
reports
received
U.S.
Government
mer of 1981, the
of 47 separate chemical attacks with a claimed death occasions in April, 1980, for example, Soviet helicopter
toll of more than 3000. Of the 47 reports, 36 came pilots dropped "gas bombs" on insurgents, evidently
from Afghan Army deserters, mujahidin resistance to drive them from caves.
A Dutch journalist, Beind de Bruin, published an
fighters, journalists, U.S. physicians and others. For
account of two chemical attacks occurring
eyewitness
24 of the reported attacks, there is additional indepenarea on June 15 and June 21, 1980.
Jalalabad
the
in
chemical
of
dent evidence supporting allegations
He filmed a MI-24 helicopter dropping canisters that
attacks.
The reports indicated that aircraft and helicopters produced a dirty yellow cloud. A victim with blackened
were employed to disseminate chemical warfare agents skin, discolored by extensive internal bleeding, was
by rockets, bombs and sprays. Chemical-filled land- photographed in the village five hours after the attack.
he
mines were also reportedly used by the Soviets. The The journalist evidently was exposed because
itand
swollen
a
and
hands
his
on
blisters
developed
yellow
chemical clouds were usually grey or blue-black,
attack,
second
the
in
exposed
also
was
He
face.
chy
colors.
the
or a combination of
Symptoms reported by victims and witnesses of at- and it took 10 days for him to recover from skin letacks indicated that non-lethal incapacitating chemicals sions, nausea, diarrhea and stomach cramps.
Reports of chemical weapons used in 1981 essentialand lethal chemicals—including nerve agents, phos1980 reporting with respect to frequency and
parallel
ly
gene or phosgene oxime, possibly trichothecene toxattack. Soviet helicopter units participated
of
location
of
ins and mustard—were used. Medical examinations
attacks from April 20 to April 29, 1981, in
chemical
in
other
paralysis,
of
reports
some of the victims include
neurological effects, blisters, bleeding ard sometimes areas east and west of Kabul and in the Konar Valley,
CHEMICAL WARFARE

BY STEVEN EISENBERG
"01.1 the ground were three Afghanfreedom fighters.
They were holding rifles in their hands. They were lying in afiring position. They werefrozen. They weren't
shot. But they were dead."
—A British journalist
In April 1978, a coup d'etat, supported by the Soviet
Union, took place in Afghanistan. Khalt Parcham, a
member of the communist Afghan faction, became
head of state, only to be ousted in June by N.M.
Taraki. Serving as his deputy was Haffizullah Amin,
who killed Taraki in September 1979 under orders
from Soviet leaders.
The Afghan resistance under Amin increased. And
on December 27, 1979, the Soviet Union invaded
Afghanistan. The first announcement of the invasion
was heard on Soviet radio with the next Afghan
"stooge' leader still in the Soviet Union.
The Soviet invasion, however, wasn't a surprise. The
mujahidin guerillas (Afghan freedom fighters) were increasing in number. And the Soviets also have a long
history of expansion. They are now 1000 miles into
Afghanistan, leaving them only 300 miles from the
Persian Gulf. They are also in the process of building
six major air bases, and have positioned one-third of
their 110,000 troops along the Iran-Afghan border. All
the Soviet troops stationed in Afghanistan only serve
six-month shifts.
Before the Soviet invasion, the Afghan population
numbered 17 million. In 1982, there were four million
Afghan refugees, making them the world's largest
refugee population. They flee mostly to Pakistan and
Iran. The border between Afghanistan and Pakistan
is a free boundary because people from both sides
come from the same families.
During the four years since the invasion, one million
Afghans have been killed by the Soviets and the
Afghan Communists, who control the major cities and
highways during the day. On the average, at least one
member of each Afghan family has been executed since
1979. They are killed for two reasons, for religious
beliefs or for being a freedom fighter. If they are not
killed, they are tortured and imprisoned. No exceptions are made for women or children. There are also
some reports of prisoners being taken to slave labor
camps in the Soviet Union. These reports are supported by the fact that thousands of Afghans are said
to be missing.
The freedom fighters are not part of a special group.
They belong to the resistance just as does 99 percent
of the Afghan population. They are only considered
special because they are involved in the actual fighting.
At any one time, they number around 200,000.
Because farming is the mainstay of the Afghan
economy, farmers only fight three months out of the
year.

Afghanistan: Chemical Warfare Operational Areas
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death. While none of the agents being used in

The Soviet forces are supplying the freedom fighters.
When Soviet soldiers are killed, the mujahidin guerillas
take their weapons. But the Soviets are facing an even
greater problem. Since the invasion, the Afghan army
has decreased from 100,000 to 20,000 troops. The
reason for the large number of desertions is the Soviet
treatment of their native troops. When attacking the
resistance forces, the Soviet troops put the Afghan
soldiers up front so if they resist, they get shot in the
back and if they decide to desert, they get shot in the
front. Those who successfully desert join the resistance
and bring the arms with them.
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Afghanistan has been positively identified through
sample analysis, there is no doubt that the agents being used are far more toxic than riot-control agents
such as cyanide.
Several descriptions of the physiological action of
a chemical agent or of the condition of the corpses of
victims were particularly unusual. In one, victims were
rapidly rendered unconscious for two to six hours and
had few aftereffects. In another, the bodies were
characterized by abnormal bloating and blackened skin
with a dark-reddish tinge, and the flesh appeared
decayed soon after death.

according to eyewitness accounts. These attacks were
intended to drive the Afghans into the open to engage
them with conventional fire. The munitions were
described as Soviet 250-kilogram RBK cluster bombs.
The Soviets have such a munition, which can be filled
with chemical agents.
A former Afghan M1-8 helicopter pilot and Soviet
forces had used chemical weapons in Badakhshan,
Qonduz and Konarha. Chemicals in canisters that contained toxic gas, tear gas and antirespiratory gas, which
has an incapacitating effect by causing choking and
difficulty in breathing, were manually pushed from the

in Afghanistan
cargo compartment of helicopters. The pilot said that
there also was a specific gas that is absorbed by the
body and leaves the skin so soft that a finger can be
punched through it. In one case, there was a wind shift,
and Soviet and Afghan forces were seriously affected.
Other sources also have described an incident where
Soviet and Afghan forces were victims of their own
gas attack.
An Afghan tribal leader recently described a Soviet
chemical attack against a large resistance force in Oc-

the United States of using biological warfare in
Vietnam.
On May 21, 1982, the Soviet mission to the United
Nations issued a 19-page critique, "Chemical and
Bacteriological Weapons," designated to refute
Western accounts of Soviet chemical warfare operations. The Soviets conceded that the deadly tricothecene mycotoxins have been found in Afghanistan,
but maintained that these toxins were produced by the
fusarium fungus which supposedly thrives in elephant

Symptoms of Chemical Attacks Reported in Afghanistan

Symptom

% of Reports
;oliontIonIng
Symptom

TrIchoMiocene*

Nerve
Agents

Amines

Phosgene
Oxlme

Cyanogens

Incapachent
(BZ)

X

X

Riot
Control
Agents

Afghanistan
Rapid loss of consciousness
Skin irritation and itching
Multiple deaths
Nausea
Vomiting
Tearing
Dizziness and vertigo
Blisters or rash
Difficulty bre4thing
Paralysis
Headache
Temporary blindness
Salivation
Loss of appetite
Effects on vegetation
Fatigue
Confusion
Hemorrhage
Change in skin color
Diarrhea
Coughing

47.9
31.5
30.1
20.5
19.1
17.8
16.4
15
13.7
13.7
12.3
8.2
6.8
6.8
5.5
5
4.1
4.1
2.8
2.8
1.3

xb

X

X
—
x

x
X
X
—
—
—

—
x
—
x
—
x
x
—

x
x
x
x
—
x
x
—

—
—

x
x

_
—
_

X

—
X
X

X
Xc

X
X

x.
X
X

'Bloody frothing.
b Only at very high doses.

c Depending on which trichothecenes
d Blood flecked frothing.

tober 1981 near Maruf, about 60 miles east of Quandahar. Soviet helicopters dropped green cylindrical
canisters(18 inches long, 3-4 inches in diameter) which,
upon hitting the ground, emitted a greenish-yellow gas.
According to the reort, victims felt faint and dizzy.
Their skin began to itch, and many lost consciousness.
About 300 persons were affected by the gas and many
died. Soviet ground forces captured many of the survivors. Other information on Soviet and mujahidin activities in the Qandahar area during this period confirms that this incident did in fact take place.
A Soviet military chemical specialist, captured by
the mujahidin, gave his name as Yivig Povarnitsyn
from Sverdlovsk. During an interview, he said that his
mission was to examine villages after a chemical attack to determine whether they were safe to enter or
required decontamination. An Afghan pathologist
who later defected described accompanying Soviet
chemical warfare personnel into contaminated areas
to collect soil, vegetation and water samples after
Soviet chemical attacks. According to firsthand experience of former Soviet chemical personnel, the
Soviets do not require decontamination equipment in
an area where chemical bombs are stored or loaded
onto aircraft. Thus, deployment of this equipment in
Afghanistan must be assumed to be associated with
the active employment of casualty-producing chemical
agents.
In April 1979, an explosion at a top secret Soviet
defense laboratory released a cloud of anthrax spores
in the vicinity of the city of Sverdlovsk, killing up to
1,000 Soviet citizens. Moscow initially dismissed
reports of the accidents as "impudent slander," then
claimed the deaths were due to spoiled meat, an explanation that is contradicted by all of the available
evidence. To this day, the Soviets have failed to explain the incident satisfactorily, thereby failing to meet
their obligation under the 1972 Biological Warfare
Convention, to "cooperate in solving any problems
which may arise."
SOVIET REACTION
The initial Soviet strategy for dealing with allegations of illegal chemical warfare activities was to play
down the issue or confuse the argument by accusing

grass that was artifically seeded from the air by
American military aircraft during the Vietnam war.
Paul Nelson is one of the world's experts on the
fusarium fungus. Nelson is a plant pathologist at Pennsylvania State University who has catalogued more
than 6,000 isolates of fusarium, 300 of them toxinproducers. In his studies, he has never encountered any
references to a toxin-producing fusarium fungus in
Afghanistan. Although the fusarium fungus grows
naturally in nearly every part of the world, Nelson said
it produces strong toxins only in cold and temperate
climates.
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THE UNITED NATIONS INVESTIGATES
The group of investigators chosen by the U.N. to
investigate the alleged violations of international law
is headed by General Esmat Ezz of Egypt. Members
of the group included experts from Poland, Bulgaria,
Kenya, Peru and the Philippines. They have been forbidden by the Afghan government to visit the alleged
scenes of chemical warfare. The U.N. investigation is
being overseen by U.N. Undersecretary General
viascheslav Ustinov.
In February 1982, the U.N. group visited Afghan
refugee camps in Pakistan where it obtained evidence
of chemical warfare. The U.N. team was given samples
of contaminated wheat grains, poisoned bullets, a gas
mask, part of a parachute from a chernical bomb and
a fuse from a chemical hand bomb.
TREATY VIOLATIONS
Chemical warfare has been prohibited on the battlefields of the western nations for over 50 years.
Under the terms of the 1925 Geneva Protocoi, NA, ii;ch
the Soviets signed, chemical methods of warfare are
banned from military use. The 1972 Biological Warfare Convention, also signed by the Soviets, obliges
states: "never in any circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire or retain 1)
microbial or other biological agents, or toxins whatever
their origin or method of production, of types and
quantities that have no justification for prophylactic,
protective or other peaceful purposes; 2) weapons,
equipment or means of delivery designed to use such
agents or toxins for hostile purposes or in armed
conflict."
U.S. REACTION
The Congress is expected to pass a resolution calling for material assistance to the Afghan freedom
fighlers. Senator Paul Tsongas, D-Mass., appears to
be the prime mover behind the resolution, which got
99 co-sponsors in the Senate. The House sponsor of
an identical resolution is Representative Don Ritter,
R-Penn., who has long been active with the Afghan
resistance.
Senator Tsongas explained,"The objectives of this
resolution are four-fold: first to convey to the Afghan
people that the Congress has not forgotten them; second to -inform the administration that the Congress
regards Afghanistan as a logical place to contest Soviet
aggression; third, to provide, as appropriate, material
assistance to the freedom fighters; and fourth, to
strengthen the hand of the resistance in any negotiations with the Russians or their clients in Kabul." The
resolution also states that Soviet air bases in southwest
Afghanistan "present an unacceptable threat to the
Hormuz oil passage lanes, which are so vital to the free
world's economics."
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Omar Samad
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"If they attacked us because
of strategical location, then the
Soviets haven't made a mistake. But if they attacked us
because they thought we were
a possible threat, they were
wrong. The Afghan people
would never attack the Soviet
Union."
Omar Samad, 21, left Afghanistan in 1980 after the death
of his best friend, a fellow
resistance activist. He fled to
Paris, where he joined the
Afghan Youth Council.

Later in 1980, Samad came
to the United States and helped
organize the Afghan Youth
Council in America. Its purpose is to tell Americans of the
unjustifiable military invasion
of Afghanistan by the U.S.S.R.
The AYCA is also dedicated to
the bringing of moral and
material support, such as medical and food supplies, urgently needed by people whose villages are being bombarded by
the Soviets.
Samad and three other resistance fighters tour college campuses to discuss the Afghan
situation with students. They
are interviewed by the local
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Will Congress pass the .Afghan resolution?

media and appear on radio callin shows. While in Boston,
Samad was asked by a caller,
"Why are you on this show if
it was your people who invited
the Russians in?"
On December 23, 1982, the
third anniversary of the invasion, Samad appeared on the
Cable News Network for an
hour debate that was seen by
four million people. A Soviet
representative refused to participate.
The most popular question
posed concerns the United
States and why she isn't taking
any action. Samad doesn't
know why.

Speakers Stress Salvadorean Problems
cont. from p. 1
"dare to take care of the poor
or wounded" for fear of being
killed or tortured.
All three speakers stressed
the fact that fear was the pervasive feeling among the poor
and all those in prison. This
feat does not seem ungrounded. Amnesty International at
one point counted 1500 mutilated bodies lying in the streets.

Mittelburger explained the
United States' part in El Salvador. Our government, he said,
"is training El Salvador in the
scorched earth strategy" of
warfare. In other words, he
said, the way to beat the guerilla is to destroy their means of
subsistence. "Everything is
burned," according to Mittelburger.
"This military policy is open-

AAUS Committee
Recommends Change
cont. from p. 2

evaluation forms should be
The report of the delegation made mandatory. The delegarecommended that the Student tion recommended that the
Council form an ad-hoc corn- Education Committee and the
mittee on faculty-student rela- Course Guide work together to
tions, which the council voted develop a better evaluation
overwhelmingly to do. The system.
committee will be chiared by • A confidential board should
John Lana and Lee Meiner, be established to deal with
and will consist of the same 14 women's concerns, women on
members who previously con- the security force and classes in
stituted the AAUS Committee. women's studies at Hopkins.
The purpose of the ad-hoc • A course should be offered
committee, according to the exploring "the history and
report, will be to "increase the operation of the University."
Although the delegation
amount of non-academic interaction between the two recommended that Hopkins not
attend the AAUS National
parties."
Conference in the spring at the
• Other recommendations of University of Chicago, it said
the delegation are as follows: the potential for AAUS is
•"The Student Council and its "enormous" and that Hopkins
committees should publish a "should certainly continue to
brief but comprehensive remain in touch with our colreport" on their activities of the leagues and use the network of
AAUS schools to our best
prior semester.
• "Submission of course advantage."

ly admitted by the U.S. govern' he said. Salvadorean
merit?
troops locate and ambush
guerillas and civilians alike, and
use the most modern technology to do it.
But, according to Mittelburger, "The war is not being
won by the Salvadorean military."
Patrick Kelly, a member of
the Progressive Student Network, who traveled all through
Central America recently, saw
Salvadorean refugees in Belise
and Mexico. He spent three
weeks in a refugee camp hearing stories of the awful torture
people went through and the
many relatives each family lost.
However, inside El Salvador,
Mittelburger attests that the
poor people refuse to admit
that there is a war going on,
even though the violence is
"beyond our comprehension."
As a result of the consequences to opposition groups,
there exist, in El Salvador, few
"brave souls" who will state
their opinions of the government. The population is too
scared to oppose the military.
Committees to aid the poor
have occasionally been formed,
but due to the fact that government considers these committees direct opposition, not
formed just to help the poor,
the members are frequently killed or discovered missing. The
law states, according to Wickwire, that a person can be taken
without notification to anybody

and held for 180 days. One such
committee to aid the poor, a
group of 11 physicians, broke
up shortly after forming because eight of those 11 members were either killed or
reported missing, according to
Mittelburger.
Kelley, who in all of the other
Central American countries he
visited say foreigners, said that
there were no people traveling
in El Salvador and he was stopped many times by military personnel, who checked his passport. Wickwire also had that
experience and related a story
he'd heard about a group of
refugees who hadn't been outside their camp in three years
for fear of being accosted by
military police.
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It's JEWISH AWARENESS WEEK
Sun Feb. 20

AGEL FESTIVAL, Great Hall, $2.50 for all
bagels, lox, cc you can eat-11 a.m. (Proceeds to
UJA/Assoc. Jewish Charities)

Wed, Feb 23

Lobby For Soviet Jewry in Wash., DC. For info
call X,7973.

Thu. Feb. 24

MOVIE: "Operation Thunderbolt" (the story of
the Entebbe rescue), Continuous Showings in
Garrett Room from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for only $1.00
(Proceeds to UJA/AJC) SPEAKER: Madeline
Stifel of American Israel Public Affairs Commit,
tee: "Middle East Update"-Garrett Room, 7:30
p.m.

Fri. Feb 25

Exhibit: "Israel: Land and People" in Great Hall
10 a.m.-4 p.m.'Talk to Reps. from Israel Study
Programs.

Sat. Feb. 26

PURIM PARTY with Kol Chayim Orchestra in
Glass Pavilion,9 p.m..Admission $3.00. Megillah
Reading and Service in Great Hall at 7 p.m.

;IP

Pass Go, Collect $200, But
BY BRAD ASHER
AND 1)4 VID HUDACEK
When the News-Letter asked us to do this story,
it seemed a chance tp make a road trip in the classic
style. Sure we could have taken a bus for $18 (10
of which would have been refunded to us as a casino
bonus), like we'd done when we were freshmen, but
somehow the car seemed the better way to go. So
we loaded a case of beer, a half-gallon of screwdrivers and five people into a 1972, seven-cylinder
Pontiac LeMans and hit the road about 5:00 on
Friday.
The three-hour trip took us a total of four hours.
The beer made rest stops an absolute necessity-1
strongly recommend the Ogden Restaurant off the
Jersey Turnpike, where, by the way, a "smoking
dog" novelty gift may be had for a mere 50 cents.
Incidentally, Exit 3A is the turnoff for the Atlantic City Expressway, not Exit 7, as we found out.
1 felt sorry for our driver, Mark. The only one
not drinking, he had only 98 Rock to keep him company amidst a group of four rather drunk traveling companions. Since at this time 98 Rock was
throbbing out a collection of new Journey, his was
not an enviable position.
The car ride had its moments. When we started
out in Baltimore I looked jOrward to the ride to
Atlantic City. But when I realized that we had a
three-hour trip ahead of us, my mood mellowed.
I sat in the buck with the girls, Sue and Heather,
Oen brutally caught in the medic,of their conversations.. As time passed, however, the drive seemed more like the heralded "road trip." The beer
warranted rest stops at occasionally interesting, but
usually less than glamorous spots, such as next to
a blueberry field.

As we crossed the Delaware Memorial Bridge into
New Jersey, Sue and I soonfound ourselves trying
to defend our home state against the frequent
criticisms of ourfriends. Thefirst sight coming over
the bridge was a chemicalfactory, which didn't help
our argument much. I was hoping the pine barrens
would impress them. They weren't overwhelmed,
hut at least they saw a side of New Jersey other than
the traditional chemical dump.
About halfway across New Jersey we got lost,
making a three-hour trip into a four-hour drive.
Other memorable moments included spilling beer

on each other and going through at least seven or
eight tolls.
The ride did get a bit dull, even with the alcohol
accompaniment. As the boredom increased, so did
the desperate nature of' our efforts to kill time. For
instance, ripping a Michelob label so that you
remove the two "e's" in "beer," while leasing the
"b" and "r." Or, later on, naming all the songs,
in order, from all of Bruce Springsteen's albums.
We knew we were near Atlantic City when we
began to come across a series of brightly lit
billboards promoting a multitude ofentertainers for

Modern, streamlined boardwalk at night:"Vou can almost taste the hot dogs and french fries they sell..."

Restaurant Review

Is The Dugout Worth The Walk?
BY SUSIE PARKER
AND
KRISTIN CONRAD!
Having ordered pizza from the Dugout many a
time but having never actually been there, we decided to venture over to Greenmount Avenue. Unless
you live nearby, it's worth the extra dollar for
delivery, which starts after 6:00 p.m. and usually
takes about a half hour. Neither of us knew what
to expect when we walked in and were therefore surprised to find that it is strictly a carry-out. The
restaurant consists of only the counter where you
place your order and a few video games.
If you tire of what we consider to be our favorite
Baltimore pizza, an additional variety of food is offered. Some selections are: the Oriole burger (consisting of a quarter pound of meat on a Kaiser
roll—$1.35), the Dugout steak sub (topped with
green peppers, mushrooms and provolone—$2.35
a halt', $4.75 for a whole), the fried fish basket
($2.35) and the chicken special (3 pieces of fried
chicken—$2.95).
Also offered is a wide variety of sub sandwiches,

all priced within $1.75-$2.25 for half subs, and
$3.50-$4.50 for whole subs and including the Italian
cold cut sub, fried fish sub, chicken salad sub and
the cheese fish sub, plus the two that we ordered,
the pizza burger sub and the veal parmigiana sub.
Though somewhat soggy from the delivery wait,
the subs were nonetheless pretty good. While the
subs were good, ordering french fries turned out
to be a big mistake. Identifiable only by their basic
shape, we found them to be inedible.
The best bet, we found, is to order the pizza,
which is available with toppings such as mushrooms, pepperoni, Italian sausage, onion or meat
sauce, or a combination of any two or three, or the
New Yorker, complete with all the toppings. The
prices are $4.95 for regular, $5.95 with one topping,
$6.95 with two, $7.95 with three and $8.95 for the
New Yorker. Nine-inch pies are also available between $3.50 and $6.50.
The Dugout is located at 3403 Greetimouni A venue and is open from I 1:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
/I0()(Lill. to 2:00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and 4:00 p.m. to 12:(X)a.m. on Sunday. Ph. 338-0464

tio waitresses here.

the casinos. As we crossed the salt marshes on the
outskirts of the city we could see a bright mass of
lights looming in the distance. At first the skyline
was nothing more than an overwhelming glow. But
as we drove nearer we could begin to discern the
different casinos—big, impersonal buildings towering above the old city, sporting colorful signs:
"Tropicana," "Golden Nugget," etc. . . Atlantic
City is really two cities, the old part, consisting of
gray buildings in decay, and the new development
of casinos and hotels that seem to shout at you.
Our first stop was the Golden Nugget, a place
that looked very ostentatious, but fairly uncrowded. No one had come to break the bank. At most,
I figured I could lose 40 dollars, if I gave up eating
t'or a week. I promptly dropped five dollars into a
non-paying slot machine, and then watched in
disbelief as Sue dropped her first quarter into the
same machine and was rewarded with a six-dollar
payoff.
Disgusted and discouraged, I set oft' through the
rows of craps and roulette tables, weaving amidst
throngs of ringing, blinking slots, in search of a
blackjack table. Blackjack's a real easy game; one
where it's very easy to kill one or two hours and
come out about even financially. You rarely win
big, but neither do you lose big, depending on the
condition, of course, that you find a table with a
low enough minimum to suit you. Now, the lowest
minimum you can usually find is three dollars.
However, tonight, I suppose because it was a
weekend, none of these cheap tables were to be
found. The lowest available was five dollars—too
rich for my blood.
We needed pictures of Atlantic Cityfor the N-L,
so Heather and I set out for the boardwalk with
Mark's expensive camera. As we attempted to load
the camera on the beach, in the midst of a cold
sandstorm, we realized we were in great danger of
destroying this delicate instrument. As iny numb
fingers awkwardly loaded the film, 1 dropped the
camera case, which began tumbling towards the
ocean in the brisk wind. After retrieving the sandcovered case, we took shots of the boardwalk. I was
glad the photo session was over, and hoping I
hadn't ruined Mark's camera. Half-frozen and
sand-pelleted, we quickly sought the warmth of the
casinos.
We pushed on to the Tropicana but (again unable
to find my illustrious cheap blackjack table) we
settled into the lounge and ordered drinks, hoping

Avoid 50-Year-Old Bunnies
that as the crowds thinned, the minimums would
become lower. As luck would have it, though, we
had no luck, and he among us who ventured forth
to gamble at a high-priced roulette table saw his
money dwindle. So we reversed our direction on the
boardwalk and made for the Playboy Club—four
floors of casino (only the bottom two were open)
and loads of young ladies clad in bunny suits.
I expected by now that I could not realize my fantasy of finding a low-minimum blackjack table, but
behold, a three-dollar roulette table appeared.
However, I've never been very fond of roulette. So,
leaving three of our party at this table and the
fourth at the slot machines, I subdued my frugal
tendencies and sat down at a five-dollar blackjack
table.
I was the first one there, but as soon as I sat
down, I was joined by two or three fellow gamblers.
Pushing out my modest 10 dollars in exchange for
two chips, the man next to me threw out a 100 dollar
bill, while the man at his left demanded change for
his 50 dollars in chips. Unintimidated, I matched
their $15 and $25 bets with my one lonely chip. I
was dealt a jack and an eight, and breathed a sigh
of relief—a pretty good hand, especially since the
dealer's face-up card was a seven, and he had to
stand on 17. However, his face-down card was not
a 10, but a six, and his hit turned out to be another
seven. So much for my 18.
It was do or die now, as I pushed out my last
chip. I died; receiving an eight hit on a hand of 14.
Ten dollars gone in about three minutes—damn
Five-dollar tables.
Having drunk more than my share of beer, my
confidence in my gambling abilities was at a peak
as I left the bitter cold of the boardwalk and entered
the crowded warmth ofPlayboy's casino. I had won
eight, maybe 10 dollars on slot machines and frIt
that it was time to try my hand at blackjack. Unfortunately, walking up to a blackjack tablefor the
first time is no easy matter. The slick hands of the
dealer, the relaxed middle-aged gamblers throwing
away hundreds of dollars and cracking had jokes,
and the flash of cards are all very impressive. My
drunken courage was dwindling. As I approached

minute of it (especially the bunnies clad in the tight
uniforms). I think 1 got too carried away, though.
As My imagination ran wild, I lost track of my game
and hit on 19, drawing embarrassing stares.
Needless to say, I came up a loser, a real loser. I
felt stupid. The bunnies clad in the tight uniforms
were some consolation, though.
Meanwhile, I'd found the cheap roulette table
again and had decided to try my luck, as Mark
seemed to be holding his own. I sat down next to
him and got 10 more dollars in chips. My first bet
was in the 2-to-1 category, and it paid off. Beginner's luck. I bet red; it came up black. 1 bet odd;
it came up even. I tried the 2-to-1 line again—
another winner. Hey, 1 thought, this 2-to-1 stuff's
my game. 1 can't lose.
And I didn't. Everytime 1 bet 2-to-1, I won.
However, while my stack of chips began to rise,
Mark's began to dwindle. The other members of
our group didn't look too happy either, so we decided to go to another casino. I had recouped some
of my losses now, and I was feeling pretty good.
We got back in the car and drove further north.
parallel to the boardwalk, toward Park Place. In
case you havealt noticed the similarity, the streets
are named after a Monopoly board (or probably
vice versa). Pacific Avenue, Ventor, the red-color
group—they're all here.
Bally's casino is at Park Place, and we decided
to go in. It was about 1:00 a.m. Bally's, surprisingly, wasn't very crowded. Upon entering, I noticed the next best thing to cheap blackjack tables—
dollar blackjack machines. I got my bills changed
into coins—Susan B. Anthonys (I didn't even know
they were still around). After playing for a while,
a drink at the bar was suggested, and I agreed. I've
heard that if you gamble in one place long enough,
the waitresses will eventually come around and offer you free drinks, but it takes an incredibly long
time for them to bring a drink back for you. I've
also heard that it is really weak once you get it.
Things were bleak at Bally's. I had lost almost
all of my money and made a fool of myself A
hangover was beginning to heat in my head, saying, "stupid, stupid, stupid. . ." When myfriends

The Playbo) Club: bunnies, bunnies ever”s.here, but nal-)a drop to drink.

the table, Ifelt ridiculous. Thefact that thy sleeves
of my hlue blazer(two sizes too small) were riding
halfway up my forearms didn't help much either.
I wished I had drunk more. I nervously sat down
and began gambling.
It wasn't long before I learned the slick, subtle
moves of a true gambler. As smoke lazily drifted
across the room, as bunnies clad in tight, scant
uniforms strolled by, I adopted a suave, casual pose
(reminiscent of Humphrey Bogart in Casablanca),
and I felt as if I was beginning to fit in with the
crowd. Sure, I tried hitting on 18 andfailed. Sure,
I almost knocked someone's drink over as I watched a bunny clad in a very tight, scant uniform walk
by. That could be forgotten. I was going to bust
this city wide open, teach this town the meaning of
the word "gamble,"take 10 dollars to the limit and
come out ahead, maybe 20 or 25 dollars. I was going to leave this place smoldering and love every

stopped by and suggested we go to the bur for a
drink I agreed, in spite of my hangover.
The bar had live entertainment. As we walked in,
the gray-haired lead singer of the quartet was telling the audience "It's love. Love is all we've got.
And it's beautiful." If he were 20 years younger, he
could have been Bill Murray playing Nick Rails on
the Auto-Train.
I wasn't feeling too well, so I ordered a Coke,
which really didn't make me feel any better. The
lead singer in the felt tuxedo singing The Impossible Dream and telling us "Hey, it's great to he here"
didn't help much either.
Everyone talked about their gambling experiences. No one seemed to have hit that elusive
"jackpot." The singer was beginning to get on my
nerves. His version of"New York, New York" was
on par with an easy-listening version of "Let's Get
Physical." As we left the bar, I was lucky enough to

hear the start of/us pulsating version of "(I Can't Get
No)Satisfaction." It was the only time in my life I
ever felt like choking someone.
As soon as we left the dark bar and entered the
brightly lit casino, with thefamiliar clinking ofslot
machines and the hurried conversations of people
winning and losing money, a change came over me,
and an excitement grew in me. I knew I could win.
My strategy was simple. I would take the two
dollars I had, play the slot machines until I made
five or six dollars, go to the roulette table, and well,
from there the sky would he the limit. And,for the
most part, my strategy worked. As I began winning
Ifelt great. I laid down 25 and came away with 50.
And that was only my first quarter. Soon I had
made five dollars, and I was ready for roulette.
Things only got better at the roulette table. I was
soon up by 20 dollars. A wide grin came across my
face. The plump lady seated next to me caustically
told me to remove my elbow from her arm, which
somehow detracted from my moment ofjoy.

1 was going to bust
this city wide open, teach
this town the meaning of
the word 'gamble,' take
10 dollars to the limit and
come out ahead, maybe
20 or 25 dollars. I wasloing to leave this place
smoldering and love
every minute of it
(especially the bunnies
clad in tight uniforms).
We left Bally's about 2:00 and went across the
street to the Claridge, which is pretty small by
Atlantic City standards. You kind of feel sorry for
it—like the runt of the litter.
Once inside, I couldn't believe my eyes. All the
casinos had dressed their waitresses in skimpy
uniforms, and some of these women had not exactly been stunning beauties, but the Claridge had
gone too far. They had stuck a 50-year old lady into one of these suits, with graying hair, bulging tummy, the works.
Turning my eyes away, I spied what I had been
searching for all night—a blackjack table with a
three-dollar minimum. A small casino, 2:30 a.m.—
it was about time.
Unfortunately, the table did me no good. I had
looked all evening only to sit down and confidently lose not only my roulette winuings, but also the
rest.of my money. I kept getting hands of 15 and
16; hands that seemed too low to stand on, but too
high to hit, and whatever decision I made, it was
always the wrong one ! slid despondently from the
table with a single dollar left in my wallet.
With no money, there's really nothing to do in
Atlantic Ctiy, and as I watched the others finish up
their gambling, I realized how tired I was.
My self-pity trip was disturbed by Heather. She
demanded that I come outside and look at what
she'd found on the beach. Great, I thought,
seashells. Wrong. A horseshoe crab. She held it up
triumphantly by the tail as three male casino patrons
walked by. "Horseshoe crab," she tried to explain,
gesturing at her prize. "My first one." I pretended
I didn't know her and beat a hasty retreat back into the casino.
By this time, everyone was getting tired. By
unanimous vote, we began the long trek home. The
,:rab was liberated, as Mark would not allow it in
the car. With the Atlantic City skyline fading in the
distance, we figured the final tallies: I had suffered
a 40-dollar loss, Mark had lost $35, Heather had
won $10, Sue had dropped $5 and Dave had proven the big winner, bringing home a gain of 25
dollars.
As the sun came up, we stopped at a diner, sleepily agreeing that the trip had been tiring, costly (for
some), and would have to be repeated.
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To the Editor:
U.S. Visas, petitions, and appeals
Labor certification
Defense against Deportation
Relative Petitions
U.S. Citizenship

....,

In response to our Valentine:

Cordon and Heneson P.A.
Blaustein Building
One North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

We read your rhyme and found
it "cute"
The blow was low, the point is
moot.
A wise man said (and your lines
show it)
"Every fool is not a poet."
Arlene, Bill and Mary
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Sincerely yours,
David Epstein
(The Flintstones Quiz Writer)
P.S. Andre and Karina: An
apology will be accepted.

To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
the ineptitude of this university in their handling of the snow
problem. As of Wednesday
morning, not only was the
lower quad not cleared, there
was not even an attempt to salt
the ice-packed paths. I felt this
was an imposition and a hazard
to the students.

I realize that the entire city of
Baltimore had difficulty in
dealing with the snow—but
they had the good sense to shut
everything down until the snow
could be effectively dealt with.
Hopkins, on the other hand,
mindlessly committed to staying open, insisted on continuing school. I believe there was
a certain audacity involved in
asking students to report to
classes on Monday without
making the campus safe to
walk. This is magnified by the
fact that every other college and

The Spring Ball

Includes:
•Round trip airfare (N.Y.)*
•7 nights accommodation
•Parties
•Sports
•Activities
More!

February 25, 1983
9 p.m.-1 a.m. in the Glass Pavilion

Ready to Party!
g
I've enclosed my $50
deposit and have checked•
my week.
111
ED Almost ready.Send
more info.

I0 I'm

1

Phone

Sentimental Journey

I

Beer, Wine and Champagne—$.50

$7.00/person

Hors d'oeuvres Will Be Served

Coat and Tie Required

•

8•OLJOAVS OK
501 Madam Avenue
Nees \bat NY 10022
(212)355-4705 (900)223-0694
OM MI MEI MB MIN MB IIIIIII SIN

Mirsky's opinion on draft
registration and financial aid is
ridiculous. Perhaps the situation is really that confused for
him, but let's not let that same
confusion alter our perceptions
of reality. The two ideas have
absolutely nothing to do with
each other. In fact, since most
students register quietly anyway, it seems that the whole
issue is one big red herring. Our
legislators surely have better
things to do than stomp on the
kind of liberal difference of
opinion which should be encouraged at our universities—
particularly among those who
cannot afford to pay.
David Hurwitz

Read About
Donuts With

Departure City
•

Rebecca Hirschfield

Music by

'Add $40 from D.C., Hartford,
Philadelphia, Boston
'Plus 15% tax and service

State

university in Maryland closed
until the grounds could be
made accessible and employees
could report t.o work.
If Hopkins insisted on staying open, efforts should have
been made Saturday and Sunday when the snow had not yet
packed solid, to clear the school
pathways. The city of Baltimore had men working overtime Saturday and Sunday to
ensure the safety of its citizens
on the roads. It is the school's
responsibility to ensure the
safety of its students and I
believe this responsibility was
blatantly dismissed, as evidenced by the ineffectual clearing of
the snow on campus.

To the Editor:
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Mirsky Is Ridiculous

R.O.T.C. Corps of Cadets
and The Student Council
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Snow Incompetence

You erred in claiming that
you erred in answering question
3 of the Flintstones Quiz. The
Flintstone's maid was Gina
Lolobrigida.(Fred sings: "Oh,
Lolobrigida, your food I dig-ida.")

Robert 1. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602)626-4729
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Fo the Editor:

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
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More Quiz Error
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P.S. Your mama.

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. July 4-August 12, 1983.
Fully accredited program.
Tuition $400. Room and
board in Mexican home,
$425.

g
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Tickets Avialable at Union Desk

Ira Remsen
In Next Week's
News-Letter
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Russell Baker To Receive Happy Birthday
Degree At Commemoration Johns Hopkins
University
cont. from p. I
tionwide best seller, and built
his thrice weekly "observer"
column into a Pulitzer Prize
winning institution. Today he is
generally perceived to be, as
Bruce Felton and Mark Fowler
have written, "the most inventive, profound, literate and
funny humor columnist in
America."
In Growing Up, Baker
speaks of beginning his career
in journalism at age eight when
his mother secured him a route
selling The Saturday Evening
Post. At that time, he, his
mother and his sister were coping with the Great Depression
in New Jersey. There they lived with Baker's Uncle Allen
who had taken in his widowed
sister and family in 1931.
In 1937 the family moved to
Baltimore where Baker entered
Hopkins on scholarship. Upon
turning 18 the following year,
he enlisted in the Navy Air

Corps for World War II. The suicide. . ." To this Baker
Navy busied him with flight commented "Read it again and
training until after the fighting think it over. No armament
had stopped, guaranteeing his boom equals national suicide.
preservation for a return to That's the kind of equation that
Hopkins.
gets us into atomic physics."
Baker spent much of his
Upon graduation, Baker
senior year serving as the News- managed to parlay his NewsLetter's managing editor. His Letter experience into a $30-awriting that year hinted of week nocturnal police beat for
things to come as he brought the Baltimore Sun. Later he
his readers stories of 50-foot joined the Sun's Washington
whales in the basement of bureau before moving, in 1954,
Gilman Hall and reviews of to The New York Times' bureau
burlesque houses on East in that same city. There he
Baltimore Street. For a time he covered the White House, Conwrote a column called "The gress, the State Department and
American Scene" in which he the presidential campaigns of
added commentary to capsuled 1956 and 1960.
bits of odd news. On November
On July 16, 1962, the third
22, 1946, for example, he in- column of The New York
formed his readers of a "Bar- Times' editorial page containron's National Business and ed a transcript of a fictitious
Financial Weekly" article presidential news conference.
which read ". . .an armament Above it was printed the title
program in the long run ap- "Observer." Below it the name
pears inevitable it' we don't "Russell Baker." The rest, as
want to commit national they say, is history.

On Your 107th
STUDENT
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Graduates or Undergraduates to type
Technical Manuscripts. Must be Good
Typists. On campus. Hours Flexible to set
students schedule.

Call Sandra Grey at Extension 8028.

Bachelors/Masters Program:
Should More People Use It?
BY ALAN KARRAS
Only 26 students are taking
advantage of a fairly unique
program at Hopkins: the combined Bachelors/Masters degree. While other universities,
such as the University of Pennsylvania, offer similar dual
degree options, Hopkins stands
alone in generally not requiring
GRE scores for admission to
the advanced tracks.
In both the School of Arts

Most of the Bachelors/Masters Degree programs require at
least one graduate seminar,
proficiency in a foreign
language, some sort of comprehensive examination and a
thesis. There is very little difference between a senior essay
and a master's thesis, at least in
the humanities departments.
Since seniors in these fields
have to write a substantial
research paper anyway, the gap
in the amount of work a regular

Perspectives On 1
Academic Alternatives
and Sciences and the School of
Engineering, individual departments determine who is eligible
to enter a master's track. According to the Registrar, only
eight A&S and three Engineering departments now have students concurrently enrolled as
graduates and undergraduates.
Assistant Dean for Academic
Studies Martha Roseman and
history professor Ronald Walters
agree that the science departments are less inclined to accept
a student wanting to work for
a Bachelors/Masters degree.
None have formal programs.
She believes that masters
degrees are awarded to graduate science students who are
unsuccessful candidates for the
Ph.D. The Biology Department, according to Roseman, is
reluctant to admit students to
concurrent graduate standing
although it has in the past,
when a strong interest was
demonstrated. The same holds
true for the Chemistry Department, which now has two combined degree undergraduates.

graduate seminars are graded
on a Pass/Fail basis. Under- I
graduates must take these !
courses for a letter grade, as a
general rule. This, in turn,
causes a discrepancy in the way
work is evaluated between members of the same course. An artificial distinction, it nevertheless has provided a good
deal of aggravation to the professor. "If two people take the
same course, they should be
graded the same way," asserts
Walters.
Secondly, concurrent students hold an ambiguous place
within the University. They are
not fully assimilated as graduate students nor are they strictly undergraduates. With the declining number of graduate
students, Roseman and Walters
believe the line between them
and BA/MA undergrads should
be blurred more than it already
is. Departments should clearly
establish how they perceive
undergraduates and full-time
graduates to differ and make it
known at the time of application for advanced itanding.
Finally, Walters has suggested, some of the area majors
should establish tracks with
their own thesis programs
leading to a master of arts
degree. In this way, more area
majors would be able to salvage
their education by doing advanced work. While BA/MA
programs do exist, they aren't
very numerous or widespread
and aren't taken advantage of
to any great extent. Interested
undergraduates should check
with their departments for further information on Hopkins'
attempt to combine undergraduate education with advanced research.

senior and one with concurrent
graduate standing is further
narrowed.
According to the Hopkins
catalog, the programs in Engineering are more difficult
than those in Arts and Sciences.
For example, the four Electrical
Engineering BES/MS students
are required to take ten graduate seminars in their last two
or three years. Because no
University-wide guideline exists, some dual degree recipients
may be more prepared for further advanced graduate work
than others. An engineering
student who needs to take ten
extra courses and write a thesis
should be more knowledgeable
in his field than one who has
only been required to take one
extra seminar. Because most
advanced degree students go on
to graduate school, all will be
better prepared than others,
with only bachelor's degrees,
entering at the same time.
Several administrative problems arise with these student In two weeks: Internships for
groups. In the first place, all Credit

DUDLEY
MOORE

ELIZABETH
McGOVERN

LOVESICK

DULLL MOORE • ELIZABL TH McGOVERN ii LU'vLSICK
JOHN HUSTON and ALEC GUINNESS
Music by PHILIPPE SARDE • Director of Photography GERRY FISHER
Produced by CHARLES OKUN • Written and Directed by MARSHALL BRICKMAN
* A LADO COM1441411,1RE LEASE
A NAFiNf R

,HU VAMP was
0411A1N,CAT.ONS

pm,

STARTS FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 18TH!
COLUMBIA CINEMA
RI 29—Columbia 997-9010

JUMPERS CINEMA
Ritchie Hwy at Jumpers Hole Rd 768-5151

RANDALLSTOWN
betty 8 Old Court Rd

655 2087

TIMONIUM CINEMA
York Rd Opp Fair Grounds

252-2202

IP Sill
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PINE BROOK CHINESE RESTAURANT

"CLASSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH"
The Medical program of Universidad Tecnologica De
Santiago (UTESA) in Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic is tailored after the traditional U.S. model of
Medical Education and is fully accredited.

Northern and Szechuan Style Cuisine
1011 W. 36th Street
Baltimore, Maryland
467-2499

Haircut, Shampoo, and Conditioning, $10.00 for men, women, and
children WITH THIS COUPON.
Pamper Yourself Salon, The
Carlyle Apts., 500 W. University
Pkwy., 889-2859.

Why spend so much money for a meal at the
other restaurants? Go to the Pine Brook Restaurant
check and compare, you will find not only that
you save a lot,
but you also get the real thing! All priced below
$5.00.
:0%- 1:5% p.m.
0

MOVING???Immediate Cash for
paintings, porcelain, art glass,
clocks, bronzes, silver, jewelry,
ivory, oriental rugs, furniture, linens,
etc. one item or entire household. _
Strauss Antiques 837-9422.

OPENINGS AVAILABLE
Our Medical School is WHO listed.
We qualify for the ECFMG Exam.
For more information and Application Form please write to:

UTESA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
FOREIGN STUDENT ADVISOR (SUITE 27)
12820 WHITTIER BLVD., • WHITTIER,CA 90602
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Spanish by native teachers. All
levels, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.-685-8383,
625-0238.
FOR SALE. Neil Young Tickets
321-4443 or 488-3945.
•
FOR RENT: 1717 K St., N.W. Attractive downtown offices for part-time
use. $75/mo. including phone, mail,
conf. rm. and library; 785-0035
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Taft Attractions

440t

THE LARGEST PRODUCER OF LIVE SHOWS
FOR THEME PARKS

KINGS ISLAND
KINGS DOMINION

FOR SALE: 1979 Datsun 510
Wagon, inspected. am-fm stereo
One owner. $3,000. 955-6526 days,
592-8706 evenings.

CAROWINDS
CANADA'S WON DERLANDTM
Due to weather conditions necessitating the cancellation of the
Taft Attractions auditions at Towson State University and a:
Catholic University, these auditions have been rescheduled
as follows:
TOWSON STATE UNIVERSITY Towson, MD
Sunday, February 20
Burdick Hall, Dance Studio 104
Singers: 2:00-3:30 PM: Dancers: 3:30-5:00 PM
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY Washington, D.C.

Sophomores/Juniors Teach/assist in
teaching BASIC, PASCAL,& LOGO
at summer day program for teens.
June 27th-August 5th. CAII
653-3113.
Sophomores/Juniors Teach electronics and/or photography at summer day program for teens. June
27th-August 5th. Call 653-3113

Hot and Cold Subs
Souvlaki
Gyros

Monday, Februaryz
Music Building
Call park or Taft Attractions for time.

Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists • Technicians
Variety Performers • $180-250/week

ConSophomores/Juniors
duct/Assist in sports clinics: Soccer,
Lacrosse, Basketball, and /or Softball at summer day program for
teens June 27th-August 5th.

University and 33rd St.
Daily: 10 AM -2 AM
Phone ahead : 467 - 1022

One round trip air fare will be paid to hired performers traveling over 250 miles to the park
—Contact Entertainment Dept.. Kings Dominion. Box 166. Doswell, VA 23047

°Copyright 1982 Taft Attractions Entertainment Dept 1932 Highland Ave Cincinnati OH 45219

Writing a term paper?
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Qevitalize your research
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at a
TEQM PAPEQ CLINIC
Thum Feb. 22 0 2410 to 11 a.m.
or
Wed. g Fri. Feb 23 0 25 2 to 3 p.m.

Tlle8.(4

Sun. Feb. 20
Times:

Shriver Hall

9:30 p.m. only

(Sign up at The Reference Desk on M-level
or
Hutzler Undergraduate Qeference Desk

General Admission $2.50
Students & Sr. Citizens w/ID's $1.50

llurry--(Space is limited
Rescheduled Due to Snow
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What's
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED -Cost is about the same as a semester in a
U.S. college: $3,189. Price includes Jet round trip to Seville from New
York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans
available for eligible students.

Up

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes tour hours a day,tour days a
week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4 semesterstaught in U.S. colleges over a two year time span). Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced by opportunities not available in a U.S. class-

This

room. Standardized tests show our students language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in U.S. Advanced courses
also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb. 1 -June 1(FALL SEMESTER — Sept. 10 Dec. 22 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED - A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full information—write to:

Week

Burden of Dreams (Charles,
1711 N. Charles St.): Les
Blank's documentary of the
making of Werner Herzog's
Fitzcarraldo has gotten better
reviews than its subject. Herzog's film may be a study of
one man's obsession, but in
Blank's view the man obsessed
is Herzog himself, and for once
truth is more interesting than
fiction. Wednesday and Thursday at 7:25 and 9:15.
Les Diaboliques (Reel World,
location TBA): With Simone
Signoret. Thursday at 7:30.

man and Al Pacino apart,
here's your chance: the only
differences between this and
Kramer vs. Kramer are that
there're five smart-alecky
motherless kids instead of just
one, and Pacino, as the father
who must struggle to deal with
them, isn't the least bit believable. The poor writing makes
you wish the filmmakers had
tackled something loftier, like
The Brady Bunch: The Motion
Picture, for instance. Friday
and Saturday at 7, 9, and 11.

Hair(Senior Class Film Series,
Shaffer 3): Milos Forman (One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
Ragtime) directed this energetic
adaptation of the Broadway
show, whose plot was fleshed
out for the big screen by
playwright Michael Weller.
With John Savage, .Beverly
D'Angelo, and Treat Williams.
Friday and Saturday at 7, 9:15,
and 11:30.

2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Today's dreams can become tomorrow's
reality. If you're a college graduate with
r
a degree in any engineering discipline, you can
%.0.
help make these dreams come true.
As an Air Force engineer, you'll use state-of-the-art
equipment to develop new. concepts ... explore new
theories ... design new approaches to tomorrow's techAnd as an officer, you'll enjoy a starting
nology.
salary of over $17,500, 30 days vacation with pay, and
comprehensive medical and dental care.
We can help you start your career, and you can help us
shape tomorrow's technology today. SEE YOUR AIR FORCE
RECRUITER TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Sgt. Michael Hicks

859-8450
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Picnic at Hanging Rock (Reel
World, Shriver Hall): A film by
peter Weir. Sunday at 7:30.

ii

The Wizard of Oz(Walters Art
Gallery, 600 N. Charles St.):
Now be honest: have you ever
seen this without commercials?
Saturday at 1:30 pm.

The Male Animal(L/V Room):
See the play N-L critic Walter
Hook called "simple and
agreeable enough to appeal to
almost anyone." Presented by
the Barnstormers. Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday_at 7:30
pm. Tickets are $2.50 for
students ($3 at the door)and $3
general ($3.50 at the door).

MISCELLANEOUS

Author! Author! (Student
Council Film Series, Fri.—
Shriver Hall, Sat.—Great
Hall): For those of you who
could never tell Dustin Hoff-

Commemoration Day Convocation (Shriver Hall): Russell
Baker (the New York Times
Sunday magazine columnist,
not the local realtor) will deliver
an address on the occasion of
the 107th anniversary of the
founding of(you guessed it) the
Johns Hopkins University.
Tuesday at 3 pm.
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In fact, we II even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend. That's
in addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees.
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?
If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or
Air Force—you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits,
and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours You'll also see a diversity
of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.
For more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.
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es, I am interested in receiving more information about an Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship. I understand there is no obligation.
For more information mail this coupon to:
Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box C 1776, Huntington Station, NY 11746
Check-up to three: Army D

Air Force0

Navy0

Name_

Sex__ I.A_F
(please Print)

Address
City

Apt
State

Zip._

Enrolled at'

Phone(

L_____

School

To'
graduate in.

Degree
(Month. Year)

9001
,

_
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Altobelli Replaces Weaver

Birds Begin Spring Training Under New Mentor

--yr-lir

\\

(al Ripkin. Jr.

BY BRIAN TISSUE

Sox, the 40-man roster for
spring training is complete. The
roster will then have to be cut
down to 25 players by opening
day. According to John Blake,
head of the Orioles' public relations office, if there are no injuries the team will be essentially the same as last year. The
outfielding crew will consist of:
Benny Ayala, Al Bumbry, Jim
Dwyer, Dan Ford, Gary Roenicke, John "T-bone" Shelby
and Ken Singleton. Rick Dempsey and Joe Nolan will be the
catchers again, and eight of the
pitchers will return: Storm
Davis, Mike Flanagan, Dennis
Martinez, Tippy Martinez,
Scott McGregor, Jim Palmer,
Sammy Stewart and Tim Stoddard. The infielders expected to
make the 25-man roster are:
Terry Crowley, Rich Dauer,
Eddie Murray, Cal Ripken, Jr.,
and Lenn Sakata.

fern (ro lc

been looking impressive in the

****************************************************
• winter baseball league.

•
•
*
•
*
•
*
•
*

Spring training for the
Orioles began yesterday with
the arrival of the pitchers and
catchers to the camp near
Miami. Camp will get into full
swing when the rest of the team
reports next week. Joining the
players this year are ex-Orioles
Mark Belanger and Lee May,
who have been hired to assist as
coaches. The coaching of Belanger will be especially helpful
to Cal Ripken, Jr., who was
moved to shortstop last year
from his original position at
third base. When asked who
their toughest competition would
be this year, Ken Singleton said,
"Everybody. It goes down to
Toronto, who has a good pitching staff."
With the signing of John
Lowenstein and the acquisition
of Aurelio Rodriguez, who was
released by the Chicago White

•
*
*
•
*
•
*
•
*
*
•

ehipees
**************************************************A

This leaves two open positions on the roster. Before
Rodriguez was acquired, Blake
said the positions would be filled by a third baseman and a
ninth pitcher, although now
they might be filled by two infielders. The two pitchers with
the best chances to make the
club are Mike Boddicker and
John Flinn, both of whom saw
limited action with the Orioles
last year. The candidates for
third base are: Rodriguez,
Glenn Gulliver and Leo Hernandez. Rodriguez, who is a
IS-year veteran with a career
batting average of .241 and has
been with eight clubs, still has
a strong arm and could do an
adequate job at third. Gulliver
played 50 games at third for the
O's last year, but showed little
fielding ability and batted only
.200. Hernandez is a rookie
who, according to Blake, has

ken singleton

ORIOLES ROSTER
February 1983
PITCHERS
Mike Boddicker
Mark Brown
Storm Davis
Ken Dixon
Mike Flanagan
John Flinn

Dennis Martinez
Tippy Martinez
Scott McGregor
Jim Palmer
Allan Ramirez
Cliff Speck
Sammy Stewart
Tim Stoddard
Don Welchel

CATCHERS
Rick Dempsey
Joe Nolan
Al Pardo
John Stelero
OUTFIELDERS
Benny Ayala
Al Bumbry
Jim Dwyer
Dan Ford

The amount of playing time
given to each of the players expected to make the 25-man
roster will depend on their performance during spring training, their physical condition
and the strategy employed by
new manager Joe Altobelli.
Terry Crowley was dissatisfied
with the amount he played last
year saying, "Last year was a
wasted year as far as production [was concerned]," and he
hopes to play more under Altobelli. According to Blake, Bumbry will retain his starting posidon in centerfield, and Shelby,
who played very well at the end
of last year, will have to earn
his playing time. Blake also
said, before Rodriguez was obtained, that "Hernandez will
get first crack [at third base].
It's still a gamble with a
rookie," and this has probiky
not changed.

Coach Elrod Hendricks

John Lowenstein
Gary Roenicke
John Shelby
Ken Singleton
Jeff Williams
Mike Young
INFIELDERS
Bob Bonner
Terry Crowley

Rich Dauer
Glenn Gulliver
Leo Hernandez
Ricky Jones
Eddie Murray
Floyd Rayford
Cal Ripkin
Aurellio Rodriguez
Lenn Sakata
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New League Formed

Widener Eliminated From Jay FootballSchedule
BY BILL BERNSTEIN
Johns Hopkins University
will be dropping Division III
national power Widener from
its football schedule beginning

next season. The move is part
of a rearrangement of football
scheduling within the Middle
Atlantic Conference.
Through 1982 the MAC was
split into two divisions for football play. Hopkins was a member of the eleven-team Southern
Division. Each member of the.
Southern Division played eight
of the eleven division schools
during any given season. Schedules were compiled on a rotational basis and were changed
periodically so that each team
would eventually play every
other Southern Division team.
Meanwhile, the MAC Northern Division consisted of only
eight learns.. ,Each Northern

Division school was able to play
its seven rival schools every
year, a marked contrast to the
Southern Division situation.
Last season the Blue Jays
played nine games, eight against
Southern Division schools:
Dickinson, Widener, Swarthmore, Moravian, Ursinus, Lebanon Valley, Muhlenberg and
Western Maryland. To round
out their schedule, the gridders
squared off against a Northern
Division school, Wilkes. The
Southern Division teams that
Hopkins did not play in 1982
were Liguysburg 4,04 Franklin
& Marshall.
Many of the MAC Southern
Division schools were unhappy
with the way the teams were
organized for football competition. Because of this, according
to .lay Coach Jerry Pfeifer,
"the smaller schools have
decided to form our own
league."

Director Bob Scott. "All of our
other [Division 111] sports are
remaining full-fledged in the
MAC."
The new league will consist
of eight teams, all formally
members of the MAC's Southern Division. The teams are:
J HU,Swarthmore, Gettysburg,
Dickinson, Franklin & Marshall, Muhlenberg, Western
Maryland and Ursinus. All
league schools will play each of
the seven other league members
during the football season.

Division play; and Wilkes, a
Northern Division team with an
overall record of 1-8 for 1982.
It also means that three
teams will be added to their
schedule. These teams are Gettysburg, F&M and Georgetown.
Georgetown is an independent
school, while the other two are
members of the new league.
Lebanon Valley will become an
independent school, and remain on the schedule. With the
addition of' these schools the
Jays' schedule will be fixed, at

1982 MAC Southern Division
Final Football Standings
7
7
6
6
4
3
3
2

Widener
Swarthmore
Gettysburg
Franklin & Marshall
Muhlenberg
Ursinus
Moravian
Western Maryland
Johns Hopkins
Lebanon Valley

1

For the Jays, this means that
three schools will be eliminated
from their football schedule.
These schools are Widener,
1982 MAC Southern Division
Co-Champions (alone with
"The new league is strictly Swarthmore) with a 7-1 record;
for football," assured Atikkita-.- ..41,1404143-5 in 1982 Swili.erp

1
1
2
2
4

4
5
5
6
7

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

.875
.875
.750
.750
.500
.438
.375
.313
.250
.125

least for the next four years,
with the gridmen facing seven
league rivals and two independent teams each year.
Although Hopkins will no
Ionizer play powerful Widener,
the. Jays' schedule will not be
any easier. "Actually our
."•

>,S
tft 4,•
tZ:

schedule is a little more difficult
with the additions of F&M and
Gettysburg," Coach Pfeifer
noted. Franklin & Marshall
finished 1982 with a 6-2 MAC
Southern Division record while
giving up only 73 points(Widener allowed 79 points and Hopkins let up 128). Gettysburg was
also 6-2 in 1982 MAC Southern
Division play, scoring 228 total
points (Widener accumulated
223 points and Hopkins netted
80). Gettysburg was the only
team to beat Widener during
the 1982. season.
The Jay football players are
currently involved in an offseason weightlifting program,
led by incoming captain Fran
Mullan. Coach Pfeifer expects
to have a very good recruiting
year and is optimistic about
beginning play in the new
league next September. "We're
looking forward to it," he
declared.

Alpha Phi
welcomes the
pledge class of '83

]al—
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Plus/Minus Grading In Professional Sports
the Wales Conference, 9-3. best. By the way, the three top teams were knocked out of the chance to show off their stuff,
Lindbergh had won eight minus leaders play for Hart- rankings. Missouri (19-4) was which they do well. The East
beaten in overtime by Iowa won its fourth straight game
Musical Coaches: John Robin- straight games after returning ford, the NHL's worst team.
son, former USC coach, took from a wrist injury suffered Hoop Scoop: Let's hear it for State, 73-72. Memphis State over the West, 132-123, as
over the Los Angeles Rams against the Russians. . .An Villanova! Somehow, they (18-3) lost for the second time game MVP Julius Erving flew
head spot, recently vacated by even hotter goalie played the found a way to get out of snow- to Tulane, 49-47, and UCLA for 25 points. . .At the halfway
Ray Malavasi. I'll miss Ray- first half of the All-Star Game bound Philadelphia and get to (17-3) lost to Oregon State, point, these teams would make
he had sideline pacing down to For the Wales Conference— Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 69-65, losing Kenny Fields and the playoffs: Philadelphia,
by Sunday. The Wildcats came Stuart Gray in the process. . . Milwaukee, Boston, New
an art. As a coach, though, he's Pete Peeters of the Bruins.
not in the same league as Boston beat Vancouver 3-1 on to play, as they knocked off This week's big games are Jersey, Washington, Atlanta,
Robinson. . .The Jets' Walt Sunday to extend their unde- former number one(now num- Boston College at St. John's, San Antonio, Los Angeles,
Michaels retired, leaving the feated streak of 17 games and ber three) North Carolina, Iowa at Indiana, Louisville at Portland, Phoenix, Seattle and
Isiah
head coaching position to of- Peeters' streak to a record-tying 56-53. The sweetest part of this Memphis State and Missouri Dallas. . .Detroit's
AllNBA
and
points
46
.The
scored
.
Thomas
vs.
Virginia.
Coach
Villanova
beat
for
.
Angeles
.Los
games.
victory
31
fensive coordinator Joe Walmost
Gervin
George
the
be
to
Antonio's
San
has
Game
Star
fact
the
was
5-4
on
Masimino
It
Rollie
Philadelphia
Sunday.
ton. Opinion here is that this
type, since scored 41 points—in the same
move opens up conservative Jet was the first time the Kings that he beat Dean Smith at his exciting game of its
has game—as San Antonio edged
basketball
offense, while leaving defense have beaten the Flyers since own game—the stall. Villanova professional
in
overtime,
Detroit
The
individualized.
was able to sit on it with an become so
intact. . .Nine coaches have 1974. . .
.
.
a
147-143.
best
the
gives
Game
All-Star
Plus-minus ratings are an ac- eight-point lead and seven
either quit or retired since the
end of the season—Leeman curate rating of a player's per- minutes left, in the way North
THE WEEK IN SPORTS
Bennett (Atl.), Mary Levy formance on the ice. A player Carolina made so famous in
(K.C.), Jack Patera and Mike gets a "plus" if he is on the ice last year's NCAA tournaFriday, February 18
McCormack (Sea.), Malavasi, when a goal is scored for his ment. . .As a result of this
Women's Basketball—Catholic Univ.
Michaels, Ray Perkins (N.Y.), team, and he gets a "minus" if upset, 22-0 Nevada-Las Vegas
(A)
Tournament Through Sunday
Dick Vermeil (Phil.) and Chuck he is on the ice when a goal is inherited the number-one spot.
Championships
Wrestling—MAC
number
Knox (Buf.). Only Chuck Knox scored against his team. The Indiana (19-2) is now
(A)
Through Saturday
has been re-hired, by Seattle. NHL's plus leaders are Mark two, and North Carolina (21-4)
(A)
pm
30
P
5.
of
U.
vs.
Squash
Women's
Red Lights: The Incredible Hone (Phil.), +34, Wayne Gret- fell to number three. Houston
vs.
Swimming
Women's
Gretzky embarrassed goalie zky (Edm.), +33, Glen Coch- (20-2) won its 13th straight
7.00 pm (H)
George Washington
Pelle Lindbergh of the Flyers, rane (Phil.), +33, Ray Bourque against TCU to move up to
scoring four goals against him (Bos.), +32 and Bryan Trottier, number four. Virginia (19-3),
Saturday, February 19
in the NHL All-Star Game, as +30. These stats show clearly who lost to North Carolina last
Men's Varsity Basketball
East
Big
the Campbell Conference beat why the Flyers are the league's week, is number five.
8.00 pm (A)
vs. Washington
is
(20-2)
John's
St.
leader
am (A)
9:00
Madison
James
at
Fencing
Women's
number six, followed by Ark12:00
pm(A)
Rutgers
at
Drew
vs.
Fencing
Men's
ansas (20-1), Villanova (17-4),
(A)
Robin
Round
Penn
at
Squash
Women's
Louisville (21-3), and UCLA
CONGRATULATIONS
Championships
Diving
MAC
(17-3). . .
The News-Letter extends congratulations to Jackie and Tim
(A)
at Dickinson
Welsh on the birth of their son John (9 lbs, 9 oz.) on Sun(A)
Karate ECCKU Tournament at Drexel
Most East Coast games last
day, February 13 at 5:00 a.m.
2.00 pm (H)
Lacrosse Scrimmage vs. Baltimore
weekend were snowed out, but
•
elsewhere, three former top ten
BY MICHAEL KUDUK

Interviews (or the SELECTION COMMITTEE
(SC Group Leaders)
To Choose Student Advisers for
IENTATI

3

will be held February 21-23
Sign Up for an Interview
at the Office of Residential Life
Weekend Office Hours:
8:30 p.m.- 1 a.m. Fri.
8:30 p.m.-1 a.m. Sat.
7-9 p.m. Sun.
An.r A

Questions or Problems-Contact
:.•
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.1- Vers End With Three Wins
may seem to have hurt the team
a great deal, the coach explains
While the 1982-83 season that "while my inexperience
cannot be termed a success for may have hurt the team for the
the Hopkins junior varsity first couple of games, it was not
basketball team, their coach, really important since certain
Don Zimmerman, called the elements of coaching are uniseason "personally satisfying." versal, regardless of the sport."
BY LOUIS GRIFFEL

lately for the team. In what the
coach calls a "1000 percent improvement since the start of the
season." the Jays have started
to gel. They won three of their
last four games. Tuesday they
defeated Archbishop Curley,
and last week they defeated
Swarthmore by a score of 77-64
in a game that was never really
close. Hopkins led 42-23 at the
half and never led by less than
nine points in the second half.
Bud Pygon was the leading
scorer for the Blue Jays with 17

ANALYSIS

JV Basketball Action

With the Blue Jays compiling a
3-10 record that looks rather
poor on the surface, one might
wonder just how much satisfaction one can have. The record,
though, does not really characterize the team.
As the Jays staggered to an
0-9 start, there were many contributing factors, First of all,
Zimmerman had never coached-basketball before. While this

The main reason that the Jays
did not do very well for most of
the season was because they
played their games against
teams that recruited heavily.
Hopkins, on the other hand, is
comprised of players who want
to play ball. Because of this,
Zimmerman says that he "refuses to stall just to keep the
game close."
"fiaid^ 6ff
'This atiitude

points, while Terry Ryan added 16.
Looking ahead to next season, Coach Zimmerman sees
Pygon, Ryan, Charlie Sikorsky
and David Wilson as having a
good chance to make the varsity. Tuesday's victory marked
the conclusion of the 1982-83
season as well as Zimmerman'S
last game as a basketball coach.
As reported in last week's
News-Letter, he will be moving
up to coach varsity soccer next
year.
As his brief tenure as a
basketball coach ends, Zimmerman does feel some remorse.
"Even though I'm not used to
losing, having been a coach for
the North Carolina lacrosse
team for the past two seasons,
I really enjoyed this season with
the guys. They hustled and
hung in, even when things
weren't going very well."

Yes, JHU Has A Crew Team
crew often wonder themselves, with other colleges in the area
but they realize that with the will satisfy the more competicoming of spring these some- tively minded members.
what unpleasant workouts will
The crew team is always
Fall term found a small pay off when they find them- looking for new members, both
group of forsaken souls wan- selves back on the water ex- novice and experienced. Indering down to a warehouse in periencing that feeling which terested parties should contact
Fells Point to partake of a new one can get only from rowing. Stan Tozer at 338-7470 or
i..sport at Hopkins—rowing. And if that unique feeling is not 243-3014 or come to the work-.
:
Coach Doug Sergeant afforded quite enough, perhaps the row- outs any Morning Monday
them a beautiful, though some- ing events scheduled this spring through Friday at 6:30 a.m..
what painful tour of the harale -I. •fa • al. a:. .1.;
Cm al.: .1•1(.1.1501•101•1,01aj
bor. Little did they suspect that .1. el• .1.,•1• aqui aim ale
•
CLARIFICATION
with the coming of lntersession
The News-Letter sports editors wish to clarify a headline
these casual jaunts into the
appearing in last week's sports section. By using the headline
morning sun would be replac"Oliver booted," the News-Letter did not mean to imply
ed by the less than aesthetic
that Oliver was dismissed for lack of ability as a soccer
confines of the wrestling room.
At 6:30 in the morning, one 41.• coach. Rather, according to Athletic Director Bob Scott,
"for 12 years Bob Oliver did an excellent job for us. His
would wonder why any fool
her
or
career was highlighted by the 1975 MAC and NCAA
his
abuse
would care to
Regional Championships. We just made the decision to
body with calisthenics, weightboost our soccer program by going with a full-time coach."
lifting and running. The mem'
•s ••
bers of the men's and women's • S m1.1.101. •le •1., sin's!. of.••

JJA

OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
what's in it for you?
The Air Force offers you the chance
for a challenging, rewarding career.
We offer a good starting salary...
complete medical and dental care...
30 days vacation with pay each year
...low cost life insurance, and
much, much more. Let Air Force
Officer Training School help you
become what you want to be. For
more information contact:
Sgt. Michael Hicks 859-8450

AIM HIGH

GOING TO FLORIDA?
Two senior editors of the Yale Daily News tell you
how to get the most—for the least—and have the
ultimate Florida vacation!
Includes the latest on: hotels • restaurants • bars • golf
• tennis • cops • gay/straight areas • where to strike
up liaisons with easy-to-follow maps that tell where
and what the action is
• much, much more

THE
NTE
OF di
NG
A Student's Guide ro
Spring Break in Florida
Bruce Jacobsen and Rollin Riggs

$4.95, paperback
AA

PRIAM
BOOKS
A division ot
Arbor House

Hair Cutting & Design
For Men & Women

0

BY STAN TOZER
AND
PAT GILLIS

•

100 E 33rd Si. 1BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
For Appointment Tues - Sat -;Call
235-7083

Howe Cup A Disappointment
played under freezing conditions.
Despite these two setbacks,
After an impressive 6-1 opening day victory over Swarth- the women were optimistic gomore, the Hopkins women's ing into the Howe Cup Tournasquash team has fallen on hard ment in New Haven, Connecticut. However, after an injury
times.
a
against
to Hopkins' number-one seed,
In a home match
Marshall
Jessie Chai, on Saturday, all the
and
strong Franklin
players had to move up
other
lost
women
Hopkins
the
team,
the best of nine match, 7-2. Few one seed for a Sunday morning
of the matches were very close, match against Cornell. Unfor..as the F&M team dominated tunately, in the match against
Cornell, Hopkins' fourth seed
the Jays throughout.
a
in
was also injured and could not
4,
Friday, February
in the afternoon match
Colplay
Swarthmore
rematch at
lege, Hopkins lost -six matches against Colby College. Against
to one in a best of seven meet, Colby, missing two of their betBY JOHN BEVILACQUA

ter players, the Jays were
defeated.
Hopkins wound up the tournament losing all six team
matches and winning only three
of a possible 42 individual
matches. These victories were
picked up by Gail Penny, Cathy
Chou and Natalie Kirschner.
According to Coach Dressler, "Despite their overall performance, two Hopkins players
were impressive enough to be
invited to the Squash Collegiate
Nationals," held at the University of Pennsylvania, March
4-6.

1ie/twe64-et44a DAT es
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

N 243-1456
Educational Caster

Come Visit Our Center
TEST PREPARATION
SINCE
11138
SPECIALISTS
3121 St Paid Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
Centers in M ,'or US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland
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Playoff Bound? Richards, Klauber Lead Jays
BY BRUCE SOLITAR
With a 79-67 victory over
Haverford Wednesday night,
the Hopkins' men's basketball
team moved within one game
of a berth in the MAC playoffs.
Saturday night the Jays will
travel to Washington College to
play their final regular season
game. The winner of this contest will finish second in the
MAC Southeast and will gain a
spot in the MAC tournament.
While Widener has easily won
the conference with a 10-0
Hopkins
and
record,
Washington are tied for second
with 5-4 clips.
The Jays came out strong
against Haverford and ran up
a.42-28 lead. However, in the
second half, Haverford played
effective defense, with three
players going man-to-man and
two others playing a zone. This
defense gave Hopkins trouble,
and Haverford tied the game at
51-51.
The Blue Jays, though, rerfused to fold. "We showed a
lot of guts,"commented Coach
Nappy Doherty. "Our players
proved that they are winners."
Hopkins went into a triangle
and two defense to protect Bob
Clayton and Gary Bennmghott , who each had four
fouls. The defense shut down
the shooting of Haverford,
which had been deadly in the
first part of the second half.
Bob Wilson and Ken Puhala

did a superb job on defense, denying their men the ball.
But it took some clutch foul
shooting for the Jays to clinch
the game. Missed free throws
have hurt the Jays in other
games, but not in this contest.
Hopkins made only four
baskets in the whole second
half, but they shot 29-35 from
the foul line in the half, converting many key one and ones.
Clayton made four important
foul shots to put the Jays back
on top after Haverford tied the
score. The Blue Jays were finally able to pull away and take
charge in the last few minutes
of the game.
Benninghoff lead the Jays in
scoring with a season-high 31
points. He also grabbed five rebounds and four steals.
Clayton was second in scoring
with nine, and lead the team
with six rebounds. Glen Wall
had a fine game, leading the
team with eight assists.
Freshman Ed Kasoff was
strong off the bench, generating
several steals and hitting a couple of key baskets. Matt
O'Mahoney played well, running the offense smoothly when
Glen Wall got into foul trouble
at the end of the first half.
O'Mahoney's ballhandling was
instrumental in the success of
Hopkins delay offense for the
last several minutes of the
game.
Monday night, Hopkins was
defeated 92-62 by Widener.

BY AMY SCHLIER
Though the Johns Hopkins
women's basketball team played
well this past week, they lost
two games, dropping their record to 4-12. Last Wednesday
they lost to Hood College at
Hood, and Tuesday night the
hoopsters fell to Messiah in
their last home game of the
season.
Although Messiah's Lady
Falcons beat the Jays 82-68,
Hopkins showed consistency
and balance which they have
lacked at times during the
season. According to Coach
Kay Fowler, "Messiah was the
strongest team we played
against this season."
The game opened well for
Hopkins, yet the Falcons soon
took the lead as their 6-foot,
2-inch center controlled the
game. Lynn Kowalski and Ginfly Boundy had a difficult job
in covering the center who combined her height with strength
and skill. "She was a powerful
player," Fowler said. Though
the first half ended with Messiah leading 42-29, the Jays
were only outscored by one
point in the second half, which
made the final tally 82-68.
Throughout the game, the
Jays played cleanly and aggressively, keeping their team
fouls to a minimum. But more
important to Coach Fowler, her
team maintained a fine balance,

where her top three scorers,
Amy Buchanan, Dawn Richards and Geraldine Klauber,
were relatively close together in
total points. Buchanan was the
top scorer with 19 points,
Klauber had 18, and Rich ds

team a spark.
The team seemed fresh and
willing to play hard in this
game. Because of this, Fowler
is looking forward to this
weekend, when the Jays will be
playing in Catholic University's

Celeste DeBaptiste sparks .las

netted 16 and 11 rebounds. Invitational Tournament. They
Richards has also been listed as will have to play three games
12th nationally in Division III over the weekend, which will be
difficult, but Fowler likes to
for scoring.
end with a flourish. She feels
The team, on the whole, that Hopkins will do well since
made 100 percent of its free "we played so well, consistentthrows, and the bench, Fowler ly and skillfully in this past
said, played well, with Sharon game. If we can do it once, we
Horvath, Celeste DeBaptiste have the potential to do it all
and Cheryl Baron giving the the time."

There's No Place Like Home
""""""Do You Have One For Next
If You Are Not Sure Where You Will Be Living Next Year,
BE SURE TO ATTEND

HOUSING
LOTTE
INFORMATION
SESSION
7:00 p.m.

SH IVER HALL
Thursday, February 24
*Learn How The Lottery Works
*See What Kinds Of University Housing Are Available
*Pick Up Lottery Entry Packets
*Apply for the Space or Spaces of Your Choice

Dont Ile Left Houseless

Deadline For Entries Is Noon, March 4, 1983

Turn In Entries Only at the Housing Office-Wolman Hall
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Campus Notes
Attention all seniors who did not nave
their portrait taken at registration: If you
still want one in the yearbook, get a
passport sized (2x 3) portrait photograph
to the Hullabaloo mailbox in the SAC
Office by Tue.. Feb. 22. Any received
after 5 p.m. that day will be chucked
Hullabaloo Photography Staff members are reminded tnt meetings are still
8 p m. Thursdays, you know where. I
know you're all still alive, but sometimes
I wonder Seniors are still desperately
needed to take candid shots of their
classmates. Please cal/ Sam at
366-7424.

Circle K will meet on Wed Feb 23. at
7 30 p.m in the Garrett Room All are
welcome.
Listen to Newsweek FM for humor,
sports, politics, interviews and this
week's guest. Garland Jeffreys. You
can hear Newsweek FM every Monday
evening from 6:30 to 7.00 on WJHU
88.1 FM.
The International Socialist Organization (ISO) will celebrate Black History
Month by featuring a talk by Barn
Brown. "Malcolm X and Black Liberation., Sat.. Feb. 19. at 7:30 p.m. at 2735
Guilford Ave. Call 235-4620 for info and
child care.
Tau Beta Phi will be sponsoring an
Engineering Day on Feb. 22. Guest
speakers in the following fields will be
present • Materials Science at 1 p.m. in
MD Room 226, Electrical Engineering
at 2 p.m. in Barton Room 25. Mechanics at 2 p.m. in MD Room 226. Bioengineering at 4:30 p.m in MD Room
226 and Chemical Engineering at 4:30
p.m. in MD Room 224. All interestedpersons are invited to attend. Refreshments will be served.

Dr. Horace Judson will be the speaker
at the next Friends of the Libraries
meeting on Wed., Mar. 9. at 5:30 p.m.
in the Peabody Library. The topic will
be "Interviewing Scientists: The Oral
Record in the History of Science." Judson is a professor of the Writing
Seminars and History of Science.
Cocktails and lights snacks will be served after the talk. The meeting is open
to Hopkins students, faculty and staff .
Organizational meeting for Letters and
Papers on the Social Sciences and
Humanities Sun at 9 p.m in the north
side of the Hut. Underclassmen desperately needed. See Doug Miller or call
366-1669 for more info.
The Just Machine Reading Series
continues to bring the finest in
undergraduate wordage to the Little
Theatre next Monday at 7.00 p.m.
Come heat-it-le verbalizing of Jennifer
Isaacs and Robert Carr. Free wine, too.
Come to the reading. It's what everyone
will be talking about later.
Wanted: Magicians, singers, dancers,
and other performers to perform on
Children's Activities Stage during
Spring Fair. Apr 22-24. Contact Beth
or Sue at 338-7683.

There will be a general body meeting
of the Black Student Union Sun.. Feb.
20, at 4 p.m. in the BSU Center.
Got a News Tip? Send it to the NewsLetter at Box 1230 or call 338-7647
Tue.. Wed. or Thu. afternoons. Include
your name and telephone number.
For all the events of Jewish Awareness
Week. including this Sunday's Bagel
Festival . see our half-page ad.

Students interested in attending the
SAIS Bologna Center should attend an
informational meeting today, Feb. 18,
at 3 p.m in the Great Hall, Levering.
In commemoration of 1983 as -The
Year of the Missile" the International
Studies Forum, Lecture Series presents Dr. David of the Political Science
Dept. on -Why the Nuclear Freeze is
a Bad Idea." 6 p.m. Tue., Mar. 1, Conference Room A. Levering.

JSA will sponsor classes is Judaism in
KDH on Sidur, Maimonides and Talmud for beginners and advanced on
Wed. and Thu. nights. All are invited.
For into call Jeff at 366-5146. or x7973.

Please come to an organizational
meeting of an informal Women's
Awareness Group. We will meet Fri.,
Feb. 18. between 5-6:30, Wolman Hall.
Apt 11 For information call Margot
243-8776 or Leah 366-2974

I come from a land snowed under. but
I go the JSA Services at 515 p.m. in
the KDH on Fri.. Feb. 25, with dinner
to follow Sat. morning services start at
10 a.m. All are welcome.

Nominations for treasurer and chairperson of the Graduate Representative
Organization are open until Mar. 1. For
information, contact your GRO representative. or the GRO office in Levering Hall. x7682.

The Sunday Experience presents
-Light from the East?--Problems and
Prospects in Biblical Archaeology" by
speaker Dr Delbert R. Hiders, Professor
of Near Eastern Studies, JHU. Sun.,
Feb. 20, 11 a.m., LN Room. Coffee and
doughnuts. tree admission.

Suffering from Rush withdrawal'? Party
into next weekend with Alpha Phi. All
the beer you can drink plus great
music. Thu., Feb. 24, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Glass Pavilion, I.D. Required. 75 cents
admission

The Chinese Students Assoc. New
Year's Banquet. canceled due to the
snow. will be rescheduled for Sun.. Feb.
27, at 7:30 p.m. in the Glass Pavilion.
Also. CSA ice skating this Sun. from 3-5
p.m. Meet in front of the MSE Library
at 2:30. hot chocolate party following
at Lee's. Please come!
The JHU Toddler Co-Operative has
openings for 1 -year-olds for the spring
semester. For info call Sara Benckart,
467-1396.
Auditions for the Barnstormer's Spring
Fair Production of the musical comedy
Once Upon a Mattress will be held Tue.
and Thu.. Feb. 22 and 24. at 7 p.m. in
the L/V Room. Please prepare a song
and bring music if you desire a singing
part. Also needed are technical and
production staff Call 889-3634 or
889-6366 for more information.

Snow Sale, Prices Slashed' That's
right, we have to move our inventory of
unsold performances of The Male
Animal Seats still available Fri., Sat. and
Sun. nights at 7:30 in the LN Room. Advance tickets available in front of Levering for only $2.50 for students, or call
338-7233 for reservations.

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors.

Because of Washington's Birthday, the
next College Republicans meeting will
be rue.. Feb. 27. at 8 p.m. in the Garrett Room, MSE We'll be discussing the
state convention and upcornoq club
elections
La Societa Italiana will show the film
The Big Deal on Madonna Street on
Wed , Feb 23. at 7-30 p.m. in the AV
Room.

QUIZ RESULTS
Life,
to
Life,
. .Competition for last
week's memory-stretcher was fast
and furious, with more than one
entry featuring too many wrong
(though entertaining) answers.
Doug Fellman apparently has
Pavlovian reactions to commentary
regarding his hat, and Mike kun
wins The Quizmaster's 1983 Helen
Shallenberger Award for Disappointment at Homewood, inscribed with the words, "For some
reason, I always expect more
from:"
T.Q. is pleased, in spite of all the
dross, to announce the Nifty
Nostalgia Winner: Genevieve
Belanger of the Physics Department. Genevieve, we're sure,
knows who she is, even if our fonts
can't reproduce the rage-y accents
in her name. Come to the
Gatehouse before the close of
business hours next week, ma
cherie, and collect your loot. For
the rest of you, here are the
answers: 1) Yasser Arafat following PLO's removal from Lebanon;
2) Lenny Skutnik on his Air
Florida rescue attempt.; 3) S.
Spielberg on E.T.; 4) R. Reagan
.announcing densepack; 5) Maid to
Queen Elizabeth about bedroom
intruder; 6) M. Thatcher during
Falklands War; 7) Schlally on
E.R.A. defeat; 8) Mrs. Walesa
Upon Lech's release; 9)Sugar Ray
Leonard—his retirement; 10) Matt
Cavanaugh about the NFL strike;
I ) M. Begin on Lebanese
John
Bonus)
massacres;
DeLorean—his release from jail.
To

-/

Molson Golden.That's Canadian
The finest ale brewed and bottled in Canada.!mowed by Mink( ImporfinaC_o—Inc—Cireat Neck. N.Y

1982.

B. Beefeater Martini (very dry, with a twist)

C. Eau de vie de Poire

D. Kahlua and Cream

E. Water (germ-and pesticide-free)

F. Scotch (The Glenlivet)

G. Burgundy

H. Grand Marnier (neat)

I. Scotch and Water (no particular brand of either)

2. Matt Crenson

3. Bill Freehling

4. Jack P. Greene

5. Deborah Karff

6. Norm Kreuger

7. Richard Macksey

8. Jack Morava

9. Steve Muller

This week signals the return of one of
The Quizmaster's favorite formats. Much
painstaking research has resulted in a 1983
version of match-the-names-to-the-drinks.
We've done our part; all that remains is for
you to draw a straight line from the JHU
luminary on the left to the corresponding
preferred libation on the right, if you finish
by next Wednesday at 5:00 pm, stagger
down to the Gatehouse and enter. Here's
Mudd in your eye.

Quiz Results
On
Page 23

L. Pina Colada

12. Arlene Wergin

Eddie's Liquors
3109 St. Paul Street
243-0221
and
Eddie's Supermarket
3117 St. Paul Street
889-1558

Sponsored by

K. Vodka on the Rocks (with a twist)

11. David Spring

INSTRUCTIONS

J. Sazerac

10. Bob Serfling

Cocktail

A. Heineken Beer

1. Ruth Aranow

'Winner must be 18 or older by July 1, 1982 to claim prize.

Win Four 12-Packs of O'Keefe
and a $10.00 Food Certificate

FACULTY FAVE COCKTAIL RAVE

